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1 dead in Welcome Home, Charlie New KY*
laws set
charter
to take
effect
bus crash
By KRISTIN M. HALL
Associated Press Writer
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.(AP) — A bus returning from a family reunion crashed on an interstate
in southern Kentucky early Monday, killing one
person and injuring 66 others, officials said.
Police said it appeared the driver dozed off,
causing the bus to veer off the highway. Kentucky
State Police Trooper Steve Pavey said the bus then
went off the right side of the road, struck a concrete
culvert and stopped when it hit a concrete bridge
pillar.
Four people suffered critical injuries, said
Randy Fathbruckner, director of emergency medical services at The Medical Center in Bowling
Green, The woman who died was ejected from the
bus, Pavey said.
The bus had been rented by a family returning
to Alabama from a reunion in Buffalo, N.Y., said
Clarence Williams, president of C & R Tours in
Birmingham, Ala. The reunion was held at Niagara
Falls, Pavey said.
Warren County Coroner Kevin Kirby said the
crash happened about 4:20 a.m. EDT. Children's
luggage was scattered around the bus, which was
crushed in the front against a concrete overpass
abutment.
Pavey said there were 65 tourists and two drivers on the bus.
"Most everyone was asleep on the bus at the
time of the crash," Pavey said.
The bus crashed near the 42-mile marker on
Interstate 65, about 75 miles north of Nashville,
Tenn. Pavey said two passing motorists stopped
and helped people off the bus after the crash.
Ambulances and medical helicopters responded to
the scene.
The injured were taken to hospitals in Bowling
Green, Glasgow and Nashville. Fifty-two of the
injuries were considered urgent and 10 were considered minor, Fathbruckner said.
Pavey said two of those taken to Vanderbilt
Medical Center in Nashville were the driver who
was operating the bus at the time of the crash, and
an 8-year-old boy. Both were in critical condition.
Pavey said.
Williams, of C&R Tours, did not immediately
return telephone calls seeking comment on the possible cause of the accident.
The company had a satisfactory safety rating
when it was last reviewed in March, according to
the U.S. Department of Transportation. It has not
reported any accidents or injuries in the last two
years.

Tuesday
Calloway Countians among Benton National
Guard soldiers welcomed back from Iraq tour
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
BENTON, Ky. — The Kentucky
Army National Guard of Benton welcomed home from Iraq approximately
40 soldiers of its Company C, 2nd
Battalion. 123 Armor Unit Saturday
with a parade through town and a
huge reception at the armory.
The unit, which included soldiers
with Calloway County roots and ties,
departed Benton in November 2005
and deployed in March 2006 to
Baghdad, Iraq, with a main mission of
providing security for coalition convoys, it was reported.
Among those returning was SPC
Michael O'Donnell, 26, of Murray.
"It feels good to be home," he said.
"I still don't think it has sunk in yet. I
was deployed from 22 months. Maybe
it seems like I'm just going through
the motions right now."
He said some of the first things he
wanted to do were sleep, eat some real
American food and watch television,
after being stationed in Balad at a
camp referred to as "Mortaritaville."
He said it was called that because it
seemed like they got mortared almost
every day.
O'Donnell is a 1999 graduate of
Calloway County High School and
plans on returning to school and
obtaining a degree in engineering now
that he is home.
"We are tickled to death he's home
and safe. You just have no idea," commented O'Donnell's mother, Diane
Zea of Murray."Right now we are just

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
SPC Michael O'Donnell with Benton's Company C, 2nd Battalion, 123
Armor Unit got a warm welcome from his six-year-old nephew, Braden
Hill, above, during Saturday's Welcome Home Ceremony at the
Kentucky Army National Guard Armory. Hundreds of family members,
friends and well-wishers gathered to welcome the soldiers home, top
photo.
letting him settle in to being here.
We're leaving him alone a lot and letting him adjust to being back."
She said while he was away they
were able to correspond and talk with
him at times. "He would be gone
sometimes on 16-hour missions and
we wouldn't be able to talk with him,
but when he got off the mission we
could talk for two or three minutes,"
Zea said. "There were lots of other

soldiers waiting to talk with their families, too."
His nephew, Braden Hill, was so
excited for him to be coming home
that he made a huge banner welcoming his uncle home, Zea added.
"We're grateful to have him
home," added O'Donnell's sister,
Hope.

•See Page 2A

SATURDAY STORM SCENES

Tom BERRY/Ledger & TIMM
High winds swept through Calloway County Saturday night
during a thunderstorm that destroyed this barn (left photo) and
damaged or toppled several trees (above photo) at the Bobby
Manning farm located about three miles north of Lynn Grove.
Some of the falling trees took down power lines and knocked
out power to the Manning home and others in the area; however the winds left an identical barn and some other structures
nearby untouched. Downed trees and scattered residual damage were reported in other locations in the area.
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By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Clogging is already Kentucky's
state dance, the Appalachian
dulcimer is the state instrument
and "My Old Kentucky Home"
has been the official state song
for years.
As of this week, add bluegrass music to the list.
Along with its fiddles and
banjo twang, bluegrass will
become Kentucky's official
music when most new laws
passed by the 2007 General
Assembly take effect Tuesday.
"Bluegrass music is 100 percent true Kentucky music," state
Rep. Teddy Edmonds, who
sponsored the bill that made the
designation, said.
Lawmakers passed 121 new
laws while in session this year.
The bulk of those take effect og
Tuesday, although some heti
emergency stipulations that put
them in effect with the governor's signature and others ha4
different specified start dates. 7
Beginning Thesclay, breast,
feeding mothers can get temporarily excused from jury duty.
And, the state Transportation
Cabinet will have the authority
to raise speed limits on some
roads
up
to
70 mph.
Transportation spokesman Doug
Hogan said it was still uncertain
exactly when the change would
,take place, but it was possible it
would be after the Fourth of July
holiday.
Convicted sex offenders will
be required to register their
Internet identities with the state,
and cell phones will be off-limits to school bus drivers while
they're driving students.
It will be illegal for flower
shops to misrepresent in directories where their businesses are
located, and funeral directors
must provide a military burial
rights fact sheet for deceased
veterans.
It's appropriate for Kentucky
to designate bluegrass as its official music since Bill Monroe,
who is considered to be the
genre's father, was born in Ohio
County, said Gabrielle Gray,
executive director of the
International Bluegrass Music
Museum in Owensboro.
"We've known all along that
this was our state music," Gray
said. "We've known that this
was our heritage."
In the 1930s and 1940s,
Monroe melded different musical components to form bluegrass music. He named his band
the Bluegrass Boys in honor of
his home state, and the genre
was eventually labeled after his
band, said Fred Bartenstein, a
bluegrass historian.
Kentucky adopted Monroe's
song "Blue Moon of Kentucky"
as its official bluegrass song in
1988.
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SheriffPoliceFirelogs
Department
Calloway County Sheriff's
church parking lot on Ky. 121 North• Vandalism was reported in a
mischief case was opened.
at 8:24 a.m. Friday. A criminal
it money at a Ky. 94 East locacounterfe
use
• A subject tried to
was taken.
report
theft
tion at 9 a.m. Friday. A
caller reported at 5:54 p m
• Extra patrol was requested after a truck smashed a mailbox
pickup
Dodge
red
a
in
subjects
Fnday
case was opened.
on Beane Road. A criminal mischief
Oakcrest Drive residence
an
from
stolen
•A bicycle was reported
at 8:34 a.m. Saturday.
South Third Street Extended
• A window at a clean-up shop on
Saturday. A criminal mischief ;
a.m
10.17
at
broken
reported
was
case was opened.
South was reported at 5:15
• A theft from a vehicle on U.S. 641
p.m. Saturday. A theft report was taken.
a.m. Sunday. A case was
• A theft from a vehicle in Stella at 7:11
than $300.
less
taking
unlawful
by
theft
for
opened
12:16 p.m. Sunday that
at
reported
Lane
• A caller from Garland
case was opened.
theft
A
e.
residenc
someone broke into his
Trail and Center Ridge
• An injury crash was reported at Rowlettinvolved was in a ditch.
Road at 12:59 p.m. Sunday. The vehicle
at 4:30 p.m. Sunday that •
• A caller from U.S. 641 South reported
the tires off a vehicle.
stolen
e
someon
sometime in the past week
A theft case was opened.
p.m. Sunday her hus•A caller from Lovers Lane reported at 9:37
belongs to her.actually
which
house,
their
in
holes
band shot
!:
mother.
ent
Departm
Police
Murray
County Hospital at
• A theft was reported at Murray-Calloway
Friday.
p.m.
and a basebaH.
• A confrontation involving subjects with a pistol
a.m. Saturday. The,,
bat was reported at 35 Logan Drive at 4:26
subject with the gun left in a black GMC truck.
Calloway County Flre-Rescue
Hale Road reported at 6:40 p.m. Sunday that .
from
• A caller
ound watersomeone set a couch on fire at the Coles Campgr
shed.
Murray Flre Department
at 52 Pnnceton Drive prompted the apartline
gas
severed
•A
ed at 2:05 a.m. Saturday. Murray
evacuat
be
ment building to
responded.
Natural Gas and Murray Police Department also
e and firefighters
MFD established a safe area for the residenc
were on the scene about an hour.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

During Saturday's Welcome
Home Ceremony, Adjutant
General of Kentucky MG
Donald Storm opened his
remarks to the soldiers and their
families with a hearty "Welcome
home Charlie Company from
Operation Iraqi Freedom."
In addressing the crowd,
Storm said the parade, the reception and the day's activities were
all about "the finest soldiers in
the U.S. Army."
"They were at the front, and
they were well-led by some of
the finest NCOs in the U.S.
Army," Storm said. "We thank
God for your safe return. On
behalf of all the citizens, we
thank you for standing up for the
United States and the great
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
We also owe our thanks and
gratitude to the family members
who have laid awake at night
thinking about and praying for
these soldiers."
ERICWALKER/ledger& times
Storm said Charlie Company
Visitors talk with Tom Ewing
was known from Benton to
during a stop at Ewing's resBaghdad as some of the best solidence Sunday as a part of
diers to be found, adding, "We
the annual Rolling Hills
have patriots and soldiers. These
Garden Tour, above photo.
men are known as one of the
Folks visited nine different
best units in the U.S. Army and
the Army National Guard."
homes and gardens during
"Never forget ... Never forthe tour. Ewing's featured
by
ted
he said, "Don't get caught
get,"
highligh
flowers
various
up in the political rhetoric. Some
a dock that overlooks his fish
can call for timetables to bring
pond stocked with koi. at
troops home, but they just
waterfall
a
right, and
extend those timetables."
Storm commended local and
state political leaders who were
present for the company's
homecoming reception. He told
the soldiers these were people
NOTICE
day
Wednes
a.m.
who supported them in their
1130
at
meet
will
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Board
EThe Murray-Calloway County Hospital
update, Spring Creek survey efforts.
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Police Department
753-191
"It's
Mayfield
call
said.
item,
Crier
Miller
utive Mike
II To report a Town
been 17 long months. When you requested Kentucky State Police
were leaving I told your compa- assistance with a large disturBroadway
ny leader, 'Keep my boys safe. bance at 10th and
ended
that
Mayfield
in
streets
Bring 'em home,' and here you
arrests.
are. Thank you for your leader- with eight
Upon KSP arrival, there were
ship, Charlie Company."
to 300 people assembled in
Miller said the members of 250
known as The Place.
area
the
meet
to
the company stepped up
At that time. KSP not squad was
the challenge.
activated and staged just outside
"God bless you and your
Mayfield. Other agencies that
families," he remarked.
responded were Fulton. Murray
Commander, 149th Brigade and Mayfield Police department,
Combat Team, COL Charles T. and
Calloway and Graves
Jones, added, "Men, you did an Sheriff's offices.
excellent job. Mission comThe crowd was dispersed
Care
ry
plete."
of
Prima
staff
and
The physicians
and the following people were
arrested by KSP.
Medical Center believe very much in freedom.
— Chance Sherrill, 18, of
We would like to acknowledge not only on
Mayfield was charged with disorderly conduct, inciting a riot
Inci•p•ncionce Day but each and every day the
and alcohol intoxication.
sacrifices that Our troops and their families make
— William J. Hatcher, 23, of
was charged with posMayfield
m.
freedo
our
have
to
us
of
all
for
session of marijuana.
For this, we thank you from the
— William R. Dunbar, 20. of
was charged with posMayfield
hearts.
our
depth of
session of marijuana,
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Murray Police,
Calloway S.O. help
with Mayfield riot

Town Crier

freedom

Freedom Fest 5k Run

Primary Care Medical
Center is the proud sponsor

hi

— Chase T. Shelton, 23, of
Mayfield was charged with second-degree disorderly conduct,
inciting a riot, and resisting
arrest.
— Channing 0. Dismukes,
21, of Mayfield was charged
hindering
with
prosecution/apprehension,
resisting arrest and alcohol
intoxication.
— Brandon I. Cavette, 20, of
Mayfield was charged with possession of marijuana.
Also a 16-year-old juvenile
was charged with possession of
marijuana and released to a parent.
Sheriff
County
Graves
Department arrested Randon M:
Cavette, 19, of Mayfield and:
charged him with disorderly.,
conduct and menacing, and.,
Josephine House, 42, of
Mayfield was charged with disorderly conduct.
All suspects were lodged in
the Graves County Jail. The::
investigation is still continuing::
by Kentucky State Police.
^:
-.•

Judge rules in $54M pants caseii
-WASHINGTON (AP) — A judge ruled today in favor of a dry.
cleaner that was sued for $54 million over a missing pair of pants.
The owners of Custom Cleaners did not violate thectty's
C'onsurner Protection Act by failing to live up to Roy L. Pearson's
expectations of the "Satisfaction Guaranteed" sign once displayed in
the store window. District of Columbia Superior Court Judge Judith
Bannoff ruled. Bannoff ordered Pearson to pay the court costs of
defendants Soo Chung, Jin Nam Chung and Ki Y. Chung.
GREG TRAV1Setecieer 8 Times
Pearson, an administrative law judge, originally sought $67 milTwo unidentified soldiers lion from the Chungs, claiming they lost a pair of suit trousers and
returning home with Benton's later tried to give him a pair that he said was not his. He amved at
Company C. 2nd Battalion, the amount by adding up years of alleged law violations and almost
123 Armor Unit get warm wel- $2 million in common law claims.
Pearson later di owed demands fAr damages related to the pants
comes Saturday from family
focused his claims on signs in the shop.
and
members

of this year's Freedom Fest 5K Run
during Murray's Freedom Fest events We
would like to thank the Murray Lions Club
for allowing us to become the sponsor of this
event for Freedom Fest.
This year's Freedom Fest 5k Run will start
and end at Murray High School. The
race will be held starting at 6:30 am on
June 30, 2007. Volunteers from our
office and the lion's Club will be there
to assist
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Please come tom n us in celebrating this
year's Fro•dom Fest celebrationi

Monday - Friday:
8am - 8pm
Saturday:
8am - topm
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Kentucky State Police investigate the scene of an early morning bus crash this morning on
Interstate 65 near Smiths Grove. about 20 miles east of Bowling Green, Ky One person was
pronounced dead at the scene and more than 66 others were injured, a hospital official said
The bus had been rented by a family returning to Alabama from a reunion in New York, said
Clarence Williams. president of C & R Tours
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KentuckylnBrief
Summer program asks children to
explore their many emotions
NEV PORT,
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Minority
students to
move into
gifted
programs

FREE HEARING
TEST SET

Ky. tAP) — A summer program for young children
in northern Kentucky encourages them
to explore their emotions.
The four-week camp in Newport teaches kids ages 4 to 8
to
understand their ever-changing moods by reading stories, singing
songs and craft-making. Camp Color in Newport meets each
week
in June.
in Newport Schools we have a big push to reach kids at a
younger age," said Pam Phillips, coordinator of the A.D. Owens
Elementary family resource center, where the camp is held. "With
emotions, they play a big part in not only how kids behave at home,
but in how they behave in school."
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API Kids listened Wednesday to a story called "Stand Tall Molly Lou A central Kentucky school disMellon" and discussed how Molly Lou's high self-esteem helped trict is drawing up plans for a
her deal with being picked on in school. Another book, "The pilot program aimed at moving
Chocolate-Covered Cookie Tantrum," taught them that being angry more minority students into giftis OK, but how you act while being angry is what's important.
ed and talented programs.
"If I'm really mad, I just punch a pillow," said 5-year-old Arnirah
The program, being studied
Smith.
by the Fayette.County school.
Six-year-old Kamren Crim said he's learned not to keep his feel- district, would place 20 Afficanings bottled up.
American boys, based on a preschool test, in a special kindergarten class with a rigorous curriculum that will focus on critical-thinking and problem-sol%
SOMERSET, Ky.(AP) — A man who killed a beauty queen in a ing skills.
Under the plan, the students
drunken driving crash in 2005 has been ordered to serve out the
would remain together through
remainder of his 10-year sentence.
The state parole board last week denied a request for early release the second grade, when they
from Ryan West, 22, who pleaded guilty to second-degree would be tested for placement in
manslaughter in the death of 20-year-old Brittney Shoap. Shoop, a the district's gifted and talented
passenger in West's car, was crowned Miss Taylor County two days program. The class could be
before June 2005 fatal wreck.
taught all three years by a
Two other people were injured in the wreck.
teacher from the gifted and talShoap's brother, 15-year-old Zackary, told the parole board that ented program who would work
two years in prison was not "an incentive" to keep people from with an assistant instructor and a
drinking and driving. Shoop's mother, Tammy Bastin, said she was speech pathologist.
glad the parole board turned down West's request.
The Fayette County school
"It's a relief to know he is going to have to serve the remainder board is expected to vote in July
of his sentence and we do not have to go back every two years to try on a preliminary plan in July,
to keep him there," she said.
although which of the district's
West is scheduled to be released from prison in 2012. He has 33 elementary schools would
been serving his sentence in Eastern Kentucky Correctional house the program this fall has
Complex in West Liberty.
not been decided.
"You find that AfricanAmerican males constitute the
bottom of all the content areas
statewide," said Vince Mattox,
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — From mint juleps to horse-related director of community and govsouvenirs, airport officials want travelers to experience a bit more of ernment relations for the district.
"That's the group we've got to
the bluegrass.
So by late fall, Blue Grass Airport is expected to feature new food accelerate in order to close the
and beverage concessions and retail shops offering Kentucky-made achievement gap. That's one of
or Kentucky-inspired products.
the most pronounced groups."
The plans include a three-portal store called Blue Grass
The achievement gap constiMarketPlace — where one of the portals will be the Keeneland tutes learning disparities sepaShop, offering merchandise geared to equine enthusiasts. Elsewhere rating minority, special-needs
at the planned Knob Creek Tavern, the drink menu will include mint and low-income students from
juleps.
their peers.
The airport board voted recently to accept proposals from
In Fayette County,41 percent
Creative Host Services Inc. and The Parodies Shops, which will of African-American boys in the
operate those businesses and others. Creative Host Services, which third grade had the highest
currently holds the food and beverage contract at the airport, plans scores in the reading portion of
to spend nearly $1.04 million at the airport for renovations needed the state's standardized testing
for its new shops. The Parodies Shops, which currently operates system last year, Mattox said.
retail stores at the airport. plans to spend nearly $1.09 million.
By comparison, 79 percent of
The offerings are meant to give travelers "a memorable glimpse white boys had proficient or disinto what makes the Bluegrass region so unique," said airport tinguished scores. In math, 35
Executive Director Michael Gobb.
percent of African-American
Details are still being worked out, but plans include replacing boys scored proficient or distinCreative Croissants Cafe & Spirits, which is outside the security guished, compared with 68 percheckpoint on the ground floor of the airport terminal, with Knob cent of white boys.
Creek Tavern and a sandwich shop. A new DeSha's American
The program is among severTavern is to replace the Bourbon Bar & Restaurant, past security at al being tried nationally to
the top of the escalators.
address the achievement gap
problem, said Kati Haycock,
president of Education Trust, a
national organization that focuses on issues related to the
achievement gap.
While it is a good idea to
have an all-male class, girls
should not be left out, said
Leonard Sax, founder of the
National Association for Single
Sex Public Education.

Free electronic hearing tests will be given
Wednesday 6/27, Thursday 6/28, Friday 6/29
1311 Johnson, Murray •9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
A factory-trained hearing instrument specialist will be
available to give these free tests at the address below.
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Man who killed beauty
queen denied parole

Introducing...

Beltone OneTM
One;Beltone's latest and most advanced digital product, is
designed to help you hear better in almost any environment.
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One" Specialfeatures:
•Rapid Wide Dynamic Range
Helps ensure sounds and voices are comfortable and natural.

•Advanced Speech Pattern Detection
Designed to minimixe disturbance from background sounds.

-Active Feedback Cancellation
Gives you a more powerful and comfortable hearing experience
and makes it easy to use the telephone.

•Silencer System
Reduces low-level noises like those from
computers, fans and refrigerators.
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Retirern•nt Center
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HAPPENINGS
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Kelly Moore, Victim's Advocate for the Commonwealth's
Attorney, recently attended the Multidisciplinary Conference
on Child Abuse held June 6-8 in Orlando, Fla. Moore, center,
and shown with Commonwealth's Attorney Mike Ward and
Obild Watch Advocate B.B. McGuirk, was one of two locate
advocates who were selected by the Child Watch Children's
Advocacy Center to receive scholarship funding to attend the
conference where she received training on domestic violence,
prbsecution of child exploitation, emotional abuse, and
negIt
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IN HOME TESTING
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Lexington airport wants more
Kentucky influences for travelers
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Christian Liberty Fellowship
Rt 1Si in Shiloh From M arras take no F,sst to 1S:5 1 , turn left and
follow I561 to rhumb From Almo take 484 East, turn on 1561
igraninethit - Groot Morton
Pada*. — Richard Hat
For More Information Call 75111481114

by Anoka Psalm
We ve had a very relaxing week We've
spent mist of our week Of1 the front porch
in the rockers We've had watemelon.
rootbccr floats and everything else cool
whale we talked and rocked We are looking forward to a day we can ot on the
porch and watch it ram'
Mrs liming Kelly (Dr Shawn Kelly's
wife) cam out and spoke 10 14 about hex
homeland. Vietnam She was vay imammg and our residents enjoyed ter and their
two beaunful &Wren
We had in employee "Lanes Pamper
Night" this week.. R0141111e Ryan came out
with her beiray prodscts and we got facials
and untried all hints of lotions and other
good smelling staff We enjoyed rehasharm and she pve away door Own. We
all went 2•Ip with a hag of goodim h was
a fun relaxing nips and we really enjoyed
being the ones pampered for a change
Ms Emmy Stone celebrated her birthday
this week along with our employee. Sharon
Hebert Sham is celdrating ter tarthda
with as injured leg Sharon was riding her
bicycle on the trails at LK when the hit a
big root Ilion nxidness for the nice people who found her and helped her hart to
her car we're glad people found her and
not a big copperhead snake'
Neat Friday night. line 29th The
Messengers gospel gmup will he at
Hickory Woods to perform for us
F verrone a rented If you have a free
comm,come oil mad earn good gospel
mum with an
_Wistliarg ebe Make et feels 55, Anent
but we new eine
14 Ullettock RA. • Murray, ky
Phase WS 71440101 • 1-1110-131-1014

Why pay for a hearing instrument you have
never heard of when a Beltone costs no more.

100 TRADE IN 1000 OFF
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TRADE UP TO THE NEW
BELTONE DIGITAL
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FORUM
Potential chaos 40,0,froeliefrtoweirr-/a
looming in
special session

4

FRANKFORT. Ky. —
Gov. Ernie Fletcher has his
work cut out for him in the
next month if he is to succeed in convincing skeptical
Democrats in the General
Assembly to give him a bill
providing huge tax incentives
to attract coal conversion
plants to Kentucky.
Those Democrats see the
special legislative session
Fletcher plans to call beginning July 5 as nothing more
than a political ploy to boost
Fletcher's dwindling chances
of being re-elected in November
And, of course, they're
right. Everything Fletcher says
and does from now until the
election will be crafted
toward helping him win a
second term in office.
So from the start. Fletcher
has the heavy burden of convincing the Democratic lawmakers who control the
House of Representatives the
need for the tax incentives is
so great that they themselves
will nse above politics for
the good of the commonwealth.
Good luck.
After all, those same
I kID<tcrats, barely three
months agti, in their regular
session, passed and sent to
the Republican-controlled Senate coal conversion tax incentive legislation similar to
what Fletcher is now seeking.
In the final ikadlock between
the House and Senate. the
incentive legislation never
made it to the Senate floor
for a vote
At the time. Fletcher was
locked into a heated primary
battle for his political survival
and spent much of that regular session on the road raising campaign cash and handing out state cash at every
courthouse and city hall he
k ould get into
His critics point out that
he wants now what he was
too busy to work for three
months ago
And Fletcher's case for
public investment in coal
conversion plants didn't get
any help last week when
Republican U.S Sen Jim
Bunning and Senate Minority
Leader Mitch McConnell
couldn't get public subsidies
for coal conversion included
in federal legislation.
It the federal government
isn't going to subsidize these
massive and expensive con
version facilities, why should
Kentucky taxpayers' And
lacking federal support, are
the plants feasible economically even with Kentucky taxpayer support in the form of
hundreds of millions of dollars in tax incentives?
That's a big question

Fletcher
must
answer.
Despite
his experience in the
General
Assembly
and ('(ingress,
Fletcher
hasn't
Agrem Or shown
Not
much talent
By Todd Duvall for shepSyndicated
herding legColumnist
islation
through the
House and Senate here. In
this special session, he
already has broken a cardinal
gubernatorial rule to have all
the proverbial ducks lined up
before setting a date and
agenda for a special session.
That means specific legislation drawn up and agreed
to by the leaders of both
chambers. It prevents protracted writing and rewriting of
bills, haggling in committees
and delays that can turn a
$60.000-a-day session into
chaos.
And you don't load up the
session agenda with a lot of
extraneous issues that may be
politically helpful but will
only infuriate the opposition
to take revenge on the key
'SSW of the session, tax
incentives for coal conversion
plants.
That's especially true if
Fletcher as tempted to try to
pass bills overturning domestic partner benefits at state
universities or funding for
hundreds of millions of dollars in mostly university
building projects Fletcher
vetoed last year.
Democratic lawmakers are
not going to give Fletcher
four months of handing out
oversized checks on university
campuses all over the state,
and if he tries, he will only
come out looking weak and
politically inept.
The truth is that Fletcher
has hitched his political
wagon to an issue — converting coal into a synthetic
fuel
most Kentuckians
know absolutely nothing
about and probably care even
less. He also leaves himself
vulnerable to cnticism for
giving tax money away to
big business at a time when
the state retirement systems
are in deep financial trouble.
the schools are underfunded
and the roads are full of pot
holes
In fact. if the governor
really wants to get the voters attention, he'll call lawmakers back to the Capitol
next month to do just that -appropriate big bucks to fill
some of those potholes.
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Be careful on Kennedy's bridge
Even though poor Sen. Harry Reid
insists on calling the Senate's latest
attempt to inundate the nation with
hordes of suddenly legalized illegal
immigrants the president's bill, it is
really Sen. Kennedy's monstrosity.
The president, desperate to get any
kind of amnesty measure through Congress while he's still in the White
House. has embraced the Kennedy bill,
but that doesn't change the fact that
it's Kennedy's illegitimate offspring. Mr.
s—
Bush has simply become the -r-dGodfather.
He's not alone. Some Republicans,
oblivious of the fact that their backing
of the bill is nothing less than a suicide pact for GOP chances of ever
staging a comeback, are going all-out
to convince the nation of the absurdity
that granting amnesty to millions of
immigrants now here illegally is the
best way to stem the tide of illegal
immigrants flooding across our borders.
Saner minds, more concerned with
the almost-total collapse of border security than with the longstanding issue of
the 12. 15 or 20 million illegals now
here, caution that we had best solve
the problem of our all-but-open southern borders before even thinking about
dealing with those illegals now here.
Stopping more of them adding to their
numbers is the first priority.
Instead of signing onto Teddy
Kennedy's bill and attacking the majority of Americans who demand that our
borders be secured, George Bush should
be attacking the problem where its
roots lie -- in Mexico.
Mr. Bush needs to hold Mexico
responsible for all of these people
sneaking across the border, and I'd be
one of them if I were a citizen of a
country run by corrupt government offi-

cials who are more
dictatorial drug lords
than public servants.
The only way to
clean up the border
problem is to use
every power in our
means to force the
Mexicans to clean
their own house, get
rid of corrupt offiMaking cials,
shut down the
Sense
narcotics traffic, and
By Michael
create an economy
Reagan
based on the country's
Syndicated
vast and largely
Columnist
untapped resources to
provide jobs and
opportunities for Mexico's struggling
people whose only way out now is a
furtive trip across the border.
The average Mexican has no rights,
there is no middle class because the
government won't allow one to exist,
the drug cartels have taken over the
whole country and jobs are almost nonexistent The drug cartels have a bigger
army and a bigger military than the
government. There are constant incursions across the border by these people,
and the administration doesn't even
complain.
Today's Mexico is a drug-sodden.
crime-ridden nation and our own government refuses to condemn what is
happening down there — and what is
happening down there is what is
responsible for all of the illegal immigration. Who can live or raise a family
in such a hellhole? No wonder they are
heading north.
Now. I'm all for hanging in there in
Iraq — our national security demands
It. If. however, we can send 130,000
Americans to fight in a land all the

away across the globe and spend billions doing it, why can't we do what
must be done to protect our national
security where it is threatened by the
very country next door?
Illegal immigrants have broken our
healthcare system, they have broken our
education system, they have broken our
jail system, they have broken our criminal justice system, and Washington just
doesn't get it.
Why? Because those idiots in their
little bubble in Washington have a perfect healthcare system, a prefect educational system, a perfect jail system, and
a perfect criminal justice system. Unlike
the majority of the American people,
they are never inconvenienced by
hordes of illegals penetrating our borders every day.
As a result, when the problem
demands immediate action, our government refuses to hold the Mexican government accountable for the huge part
it is playing in encouraging their citizens to flee to the U.S., to escape misery and starvation in the hell their
country has become.
And, slowly but surely. the U.S.
begins to look more and more like
Mexico every day.
Beware of crossing Teddy Kennedy's
immigration bridge with him, Mr. President. Remember what happened to the
last passenger Teddy drove across a
bridge.

Mike Reagan, the eldest son of the
late President Ronald Reagan, is heard
on more than 200 talk radio stations
nationally as part of the Radio America
Network. E-mail comments to Reagan@cagle(artoons.com.

'Happy Warrior' gives way to negativity
WASHINGTON 1API John McCain, the selfdescribed "Happy Warrior" of
the 2000 presidential race,
isn't acting so happy in his
2008 reprise, he's gone negative amid numerous challenges.
The Republican struck a
positive tone throughout
much of his first White
House campaign, assailing
rival George W. Bush only
after the Texas governor
engaged in nasty politics in
South C'artilina
Eight years
later. McCain
is mixing it
up with rival
Mitt Romney
with increasing intensity
after largely
ignoring the
former Massachusetts govMcCain
ernor's criticisms
a
full six months before voting
begins, and as McCain, once
considered the Republican to
beat, finds himself struggling
to regain momentum
"McCain's campaign is
acting frustrated as they lost
their front -runner status."
said Scott Reed, who ran
Bob Dole's 199t5 campaign
The Arizona senator's support in early primary state
surveys has been static or
slipping This week, polls in
Iowa and South Carolina
showed him in single digits

2008 ELECTION
By Liz Sidoti
He is facing fierce challenges from Romney and
Rudy Giuliani. sniping from
lesser-knowns in the 10-man
field and the wild card of
actor-politician Fred Thompson, a likely entry.
McCain also lags in
fundraising. with another
financial deadline looming.
and has trimmed campaign
staff His embrace of a
bipartisan immigration bill
has furthered angered conservatives -- a key GOP primary voting bloc already
wary of him. And he's fighting the perception that he's
yesterday's candidate.
"McCain is feeling cross
pressured, by Romney in
particular. and is giving back
as good as he gets," said
Rich Bond, a former Republican National ('ommitter
chairman.
Romney, to be sure. has
been provocative; he and his
aides have assailed McCain
on everything front gay marriage to tax cuts for months
As Romney campaigns, he
routinely nbs McCain for cosponsoring campaign finance
and immigration measures
with liberal icon Sen
Edward M Kennedy. DMass.
McCain says he won't
remain silent
"I will respond if I am

attacked for things I've done
legislatively or things that
I've proposed such as immigration reform. I think that
that's fair. but I will not
have any personal attacks."
he said earlier this week.
Not only has McCain's
campaign started to more
forcefully answer Romney.
but it also has launched at
least two unprovoked hits in
recent days.
McCain's aides unearthed
and distributed video clips of
Romney's statements on stem
cells and abortion rights to
illuminate his equivocations
on the topics One news
release was titled. "MITT
VS. FACT. SAY. 130. ANYTHING.- It referenced Romney's "shifting positions- and
questioned whether he had
principled stances. The
implied argument: Romney
lacks the core beliefs needed
to be president.
Romney's aides say
McCain's actions smack of
desperation and hear the
mark of a flailing campaign.
McCain's aides counter that
Romney has jabbed at their
boss since last year. and
they're simply fighting back.
McCain criticizing his
rivals carries nsks, especially
given his first upbeat campaign. His negativity could
turn off voters when his

campaign could use a burst
of energy.
One recent national poll
showed that 30 percent viev.
McCain unfavorably, while
only 23 percent view him
favorably.
"The key to John
McCain's appeal is that he's
always been a different type
of politician." said Dan
Schnur, a McCain aide in
2000 who is unaligned in
2008. "While it's unfair to
hold McCain to a higher
standard than other candidates. (going negative) does
make it more difficult for
him to stake out his own
turf and separate himself
from the rest of the field., The flip side: doing nothing to counter Romney's
criticism or stunt his recent
uptick in support in early
primary states could have
disastrous effects on
McCain's pursuit of the
nomination — and his strategy to be the last Republican standing.
"McCain took a life's lesson away from what George
Bush did to him in South
Carolina. and that is: when
you're going to get hit, and
especially when you're
going to get hit unfairly,
you've got to hit back."
Bond said.
A serious contender today.
McCain is in a markedly
different spot than he was in
2000
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Obituaries
Mrs. Mary Della Satterwhite
Mrs. Mary Della Satterwhite, 96, Mayfield, formerly of Murray,
died today, Monday. June 25, 2007, at 2:05 a.m. at Mills Health &
Rehab Center, Mayfield.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Charlie Louis
Satterwhite, who died March I. 1975, and one grandson. Born July
19, 1910, in Erin, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Elbert Lee
and Bessie Aaron Lee.
Survivors include two sons, William (Billy) Satterwhite and
wife, Shirley, and Charlie Lee Satterwhite, all of Mayfield; two sisters, Mrs. Ruby Satterwhite and Mrs. Mable Sykes, both of Murray;
seven grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at I p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Wofford Cemetery in Stewart County, Tenn.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 10 a.m. Tuesday.
Online condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
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Suicide bomber kills four U.S.-allied sheiks in
Baghdad hotel attack; 45 dead across Iraq

BAGHDAD (API - A suicide bomber apparently targeting a meeting of U.S.-allied
Sunni sheiks penetrated layers
of security and blew himself up
in a hotel lobby this morning,
killing four tribal leaders and at
least eight others, police reported.
The sheiks were associated
with the Anbar Salvation
Council, which had taken up
arms to help drive extremists of
al-Qaida in Iraq from the western province of Anbar.
Mrs. Margaret (Elnora) Edwards
The attack was among a
Mrs. Margaret (Elnora) Edwards, 87, Catalina Road,
Gilbertsville, died Thursday. June 21, 2007, at 8:40 a.m. at Marshall surge of five suicide and other
bombings today that killed at
County Hospital.
A homemaker, she was a member of Kentucky Lake Mission least 45 people across Iraq. In an
unrelated incident. the U.S.
Church.
reported a U.S. solcommand
Preceding her in death were her first husband,
Paul Logan; her second husband, James Edwards; dier shot to death this morning
two sons; three sisters; and one brother. She was in south Baghdad or its outthe daughter of the late Arthur Lee Hart and Edith skirts.
The bombing at the high-rise
Mae Gibbs Hart.
Hotel, on the west
Mansour
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Charlene
Edwards Eskridge, Calvert City. and Mrs. Mae bank of the Tigris River in cenEdwards Darnall, Gilbeasville; two sons, Oather tral Baghdad. struck at about
Lee Ruby, Aurora, and Joseph Edwards, Norris noon as the lobby bustled with
III.; three brothers, Rev. Jessie Hart, members of news media organiCity.
Edwards
Montgomery, Texas. Arthur Lee Hart Jr., zations headquartered at the
Evansville, Ind., and Franklin Hart, Whigham, Ga.; one sister, Mrs. hotel and other guests, witnesses
Elizabeth Schnell, Evansville; II grandchildren; 19 great-grand-"' said.
A man wearing a belt of
children; seven great-great-grandchildren; two stepgrandchildren;
explosives walked into the
six stepgreat-grandchildren; one step great-great-grandchild.
A memorial service will be Saturday at 1 p.m. at Kentucky Lake lobby, approached the group of
AP
Mission Church. Danny Holt will officiate. Visitation will be at the sheiks meeting there, and detothis mornBaghdad,
of
police
northeast
a
said
miles
bomb,
his
35
nated
of
Baqouba,
streets
the
walk
troops
Iraqi
arid
US
in
is
of
Benton
Home
church after noon Saturday. Collier Funeral
officer based at the hotel, who ing. Between 60 and 100 suspected al-Qaida fighters and one U.S. soldier have been killed
charge of arrangements.
spoke on condition of anonymi- so far in the fighting in the area, the US military said.
ty.
Mrs. Carolyn Mae Beasley
He identified four tribal lead- evision network al-Maliki said. The command statement another suicide car bomb
Benton.
Beasley
Road,
Willard
72,
Mae
Beasley.
Mrs. Carolyn
killed as former Anbar gov- appeared.
ers
said nothing about whether the exploded at a joint U.S.-Iraqi
died Thursday. June 21, 2007, at 7:25 p.m. at her home.
ernor Fassal al-Guood, sheik of
The Mansour, which also reported nine dead civilians may army checkpoint in central
Retired from the United States Department of Forestry for the
the al-Bu Nimir tribe, Sheik houses the Chinese Embassy have included insurgent casual- Siniyah, nine miles west of
U.S. Forest Service at Land Between the Lakes.
Beiji, killing two Iraqi soldiers
Abdul-Azizi al-Fahdawi of the and is the Baghdad home for a ties.
she was a member of Trinity Full Gospel Church.
Fahad tribe, Sheik Tarty Saleh number of Iraqi parliament
Iraqi civil- and wounding three, an Iraqi
wounded
one
As
daughters,
two
were
in
her
death
Preceding
al-Assafi and Col. Fadil al- members, is just a half-mile ian told it, however, random army officer reported. There
Leesa Lynn Beasley and Glenna Gail Beasley; one
Nimrawi, both of the al-Bu from the heavily fortified gunfire erupted from the build- were no reported U.S. casualsister, Nancy McClure Hill; and three brothers,
ties.
Nimr tribe. Three of al-Guood's International Zone, where the ing after the blast.
Guy McClure Jr., Richard McClure and Daniel
also were killed, the U.S. Embassy and Iraqi governEarlier in the morning, a suiguards
"I was at the grocery market
McClure. She was the daughter of the late Guy
police officer said.
occurred cide car bomber struck a checkexplosion
the
when
situated.
are
offices
ment
McClure.
Ownby
McClure and Vera
"It was a great breach of
The attack was the fifth in a and I ran with others to the site point near the governor's offices
Survivors include her husband. Willard G.
security because there are three string of suicide and other to see if there were any casual- in the predominantly Shiite
Beasley; one son, Jonathan G. Beasley, Benton;
checkpoints, one outside and bombings Monday morning. ties and I was shot by fire from southern city of Hillah. killing at
one daughter. Mrs. Kathy Denise Beasley Lee.
Beasley
inside." said Saif al-Rubaie. from Mosul and Beiji in the the police station," said Khalaf least eight people and wounding
two
Aurora; eight grandchildren; five great-grandchil31. police said.
a 28-year-old hotel worker who north to Hillah in the south. Two Salim, 40.
dren.
blast.
the
saw
later,
minutes
45
About
targets.
U.S.
at
aimed
were
The funeral was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
After the blast, a member ot
Suicide bombers killed at
Home, Benton. Burial was in the Union Ridge Cemetery, Aurora.
the Anbar Salvation Council least 13 Iraqi police officers in
Hospice,
Lourdes
to
made
be
Expressions of sympathy may
said in the provincial capital of an attack on a joint U.S.-Iraqi
2855 Jackson St., Paducah, Ky., 42003.
Ramadi that the sheiks meeting security station in Beiji, 155
at the Mansour Hotel had been miles north of Baghdad. the
dropped from the council U.S. military command said. At
at
"because they did not continue least nine other Iraqis were
working with us." He said they reported killed at the scene and
had been meeting secretly with 21 others were reported woundgovernment officials, about ed. Five American soldiers also
617 South 9th Street
unspecified matters.
suffered minor wounds, said Lt.
The U.S. command here has j.g. Karl Lettow. a U.S. compointed repeatedly to the Anhar mand spokesman in Baghdad.
group and its opposition to alInitial police reports spoke of
CANTON, Ohio (AP)- A searched for Davis for several Qaida as an example for other a single truck bomb, but the
day after authorities arrested a days. while investigators ques- tribes to follow elsewhere in U.S. command later said two car
pregnant woman's boyfriend on tioned Cutts, a Canton police Iraq.
bombs detonated about 8:20
Along with the 12 dead at the a.m., damaging a police barmurder charges. one of the officer who has an estranged
hotel, at least 21 people were racks and the outer wall of the
man's former classmates was wife.
Cutts, 30, is the father of reported wounded. The victim joint station. That was followed
jailed for allegedly hindering the
Davis' son. Her relatives have Al-Gum:id, a former Anhar gov- by an attack by at least 30 insurinvestigation.
Bobby Cutts Jr. and Myisha said they believed Cutts also ernor, resided at the hotel. police gents firing small arms and
Ferrell were scheduled to be was the father of the fetus Davis said.
rocket-propelled grenades, the
A noted Iraqi poet. Rahim al- command said.
arraigned Monday. Cutts, a was carrying. Davis' mother had
police officer, faces charges of said Davis planned to name the Maliki, also was killed, said
Iraqi police and U.S. paraIraqi Media Net, the govern- troopers of the 82nd Airborne
murdering 26-year-old Jessie baby Chloe.
Davis' family members and
ment organization on whose tel- Division repelled the attack. it
Davis and her fetus. His friend,
Myisha Ferrell. faces one count ('utts' lawyer did not return calls
for comment Sunday. Cutts' pasof obstruction of justice.
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Ohio murder suspect's
friend faces charge in
pregnant woman case

Grace Baptist Church
June 25-29
6:00 - 8:30 p.m.
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FARM
Pasture/hay situation getting critical
The recent weeks of dry
a. rather have brought the
growth of
Calloway
County
pastures
and hayfields to a
virtual
standstill.
This comes
on the
heels of
the cold
snap in
early April
By Todd Powell that halted
the early
County
growth of
Extension
cool season
Agent lc*
grasses and
Agri
Reo
scture/
legumes.
Nat ral
which
rces
means that
our forages
have been hit with a oneIwo. punch.
Forage condition reports
from county farmers vary,
with some saying that they
have gotten normal or nearnormal yields from their first
cuttings of hay. Others say
that their first cutting was
significantly short of normal.
Pasture conditions and
growth appear to be below
normal across most of the
county.
The disturbing fact is that
we are nearing the end of
the period when we normally
expect good growth from our
cool-season, grass-based pastures and hay fields. The
question now is how do we
produce enough roughage to
keep cattle fed when hay
sields are below normal and
summer pasture prospects are
looking poor? What are the
options for local producers?
There arc no simple, easy
answers to our feed shortage
problems, but there are
things that can be done for
producers who start early
enough (and provided that
.
'we do get some significant
rain this summer and fall).
The University of Kentucky has a good publication
on using summer annuals in
forage system — -Producing Summer Annual

"gall'21

Grasses for Emergency or
ceed with caution and don't
Supplemental Forage" (AGR
plant more acres than you
88). It discusses using the
can afford to lose. Also,
traditional summer annual
never expect to achieve the
grasses like pearl millet and
top yields that are reported.
sorghum-sudangrass for sumTeff is a warm season annumer forage production. Pearl
al grass that onginated in
millet is the species in this
Africa where it was utilized
group that is most recomas a grain crop. It can grow
mended by UK forage speto over four feet tall and
cialist Dr. Garry Lacefield
has been reported to produce
because it can be grazed or
up to six tons per acre per
cut for hay more than once,
year. In Kentucky, three to
and because it does not profour tons appear more realisduce prussic acid. This pubtic over the growing season.
lication is available at the
It is a very small-seeded
Calloway County Extension
grass with approximately 1.3
Office or it may be found
million seeds per pound. It
on the Web at
is relatively easy to establish
http://www.ca.uky.edu/agc/pub
and seeding rates are 5-8
s/agr/agr88/agr88.pdf.
lbs/A. As a warm season
This year looks like it
annual, it requires a frostwould be a good one to
free growing season.
stockpile fall growth of cool
There are several varieties
season grasses for late fall
for sale in Kentucky, but
and winter grazing. StockpilUK scientists have not had
ing will be one way to
an opportunity to compare
reduce the amount of hay
yields on teff varieties. Prothat will be needed to get
ducers need to remember
through the winter, assuming
that grazing management can
we get the August. Septemextend limited pasture. Rotaber and October rains needed tional grazing and strip grazto make the grass grow.
ing are techniques that can
Nitrogen pnces are high
help you use more of what
now, but the value of having you have. This will be espehigh quality forage available
cially important in a year
in the field will more than
like this when we don't have
pay back the nitrogen fertilforage to.waste.
izer costs.
Other forage-stretching
The 1.1K stockpiling publioptions include using small
cation — "'Stockpiling for
grain crops for late fall/early
Fall and Winter Grazing"
spring
grazing and/or annual
(AGR-I62) has been recently
ryegrass. UK has some relatupdated. It is available at
ed publications that may be
the Extension Office or
of interest. including:
online at
— "Managing Small
http://www.ca.uky.edu/agc/pub
Grains for Livestock Forage"
shigrlagr162/agr I 62.pdf.
(AGR 160)
Remember that stockpiling
http://www.ca.uky.edu/agc/pub
cool season grasses should
s/agr/agr160/agr160.pdf. and
start in early August by
— "Annual Ryegrass"
grazing or haying the exist(AGR 179)
ing stands, then applying
http://www.ca.uky.edu/agc/pub
nitrogen.
s/agr/agr179/agr179.htni.
UK forage specialist Dr.
These and other forageRay Smith reports that some
related publications may be
producers have asked him
found on the UK Forage
about the summer annual
Website at
grass."teff.'He says that teff
www.uky.edu/Ag/Forage. Soycould be an option but that
beans may also be a forage
there have been both sucoption, either alone or in
cesses and disappointments
mixtures with summer annual
when planting it in Kengrasses, but UK doesn't have
tucky. Dr. Smith suggests
a specific publication on that
that growers treat it like any
practice
new unproven crop — pro-

HIGH SCORES HONORS AND HORSES

Photo provided

Pictured are Will Blackford, Rachel Talent, Samantha Bucy and Lauren Haden. The Senior
Hippology Team placed first in state and won the Dr. Bob Coleman award for highest score in
ID stations, Blackford was the high individual. Talent was seventh and Samia O'Bryan was
10th. Connie Talent is their coach.

Photo provided

Pictured are the Junior Hippology and Horse Bowl Teams,from left, Abigail Stringer, team captain Knstina Fricker, Marco O'Bryan, Morgan Stringer and Katie Weatherford. The junior team,
coached by Connie Talent, placed first in Hippology. The Horse Bowl Team, coached by Jan
Fricker and Sandy Weatherford, finished fifth against 28 teams. Kristina Fricker placed fourth
as high individual and Morgan Stringer was eighth high individual in Junior Horse Bowl.

Computer Recycling

r

July 2nd — July 6th

You May Drop Off Your Items At
The Calloway County Road Department
Located on East Sycamore Street.

7:00 am to 3:00 pm

11
1
•
Event made possible by Calloway County and Creative Recycling You may drop
off any computer, phone, or video/audio equipment during this time
Paschall Truck Lines will provide a trailer that week and you may leave your
items in that trailer. If you have questions, you may contact the office of the
Environmental Planner at 759-3549

First American
CASII ADVANCE

Photo provided

Pictured are Calloway County 4-H group with 11 4-Hers and leaders Wayne Blackford, Steve
Fncker, Kelhe Harlan and team coaches Sandy Weatherford, Jan Fncker, and Connie Talent.
Not pictured is the Senior Horse Bowl Team of Clint McCoy, Sarnia O'Bryan, team captian
Lauren Haden and Will Blackford, who was fourth high individual They took third in state with
20 teams competing Coaches are Sandy Weatherford and assistant Connie Talent. Other
honores included. Kristina Fricker, second in junior speeches and three second places in
horse crafts, Blackford took three second places and Rachel Talent two second places in photography. Talent also took second in horse crafts °Bryan was awarded second and sixth
place in horse art. Lauren Harlen was also sixth in horse art. and Marco O'Bryan was 10th irt
horse art

Please join us to help celebrate
10 years of service in Murray
Friday,June 29th •9am-5 pm
506 N. 12th Street
270-753-1020
4 Western Union
• Payday Loans
Bill Pay
d Prepaid Debit Cards
Money Order
• Credit Cards
Money Tronsfr
4 Tax Services
ReoMme Refund
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MCCSA Competition team
tryouts have been scheduled

KenlakeladlesGolf
The Kenlake Ladies Golf League met at the Bill Hamrick
Memonal Golf Course at Kenlake State Resort Park on Wednes-,1
day for the league's weekly golf game.
Playing were 11 ladies.
The winning' team was Betty Judah, Joanne Welsh, Lisa;
2
Toon and Louise Parker.
Closest to the pin on No. 7 was Welsh.
All ladies interested in playing golf are invited to join the
group for play each Wednesday at 8:30 a.m.

MCCSA Competitive team tryouts at
Beecreek Soccer Complex near the concession stand are scheduled Tuesday from
5:30 to 8:15 p.m., with U9-U11 from 5:30
to 6:45 p.m. and U12 and up from 7 to
8:15 p.m.
The next date will be July 7 for U9U10 from 9 to 10:15 a.m., U11-U12 from
10:30 to 1:45 a.m. and U13 and up from
1 to 2:15 p.m.
Anyone interested in playing this fall
Jo's
spring must attend one of these dates
Datebook and
By Jo Burkeen and should bring water, ball and appropriate soccer gear to the tryouts. Details
Community
will be passed out at the meeting. For
Editor
more information contact Competitive Coordinator Jeff Sparks at 759-9974.

Ladiesof theOaks

Alzheimer's group will meet
Alzheimer's Disease Support Group will have a group discussion on Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Free sitter service will be given
during the meetings by Shared Care Adult Day Care Program,
but call by today asy4 at 762-1537 for arrangements. For more
information call Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W., at 762-1108.

Breast Cancer Group to meet
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. in the classroom of Center for Health & Wellness. For
more information call Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Murray Chapter of TOPS, #6I6 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at University Church of Christ, near Wal-Mart. Persons are to enter on the side of the church where the carport
is located. Visitors are welcome. For more information call
Joyce at 753-9080 or Amy at 435-4054.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo Tuesday from 6:30
to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray, KY
42071. Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and
international charities. For more information call 293-7061.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5:30 p.m.
at the Weaks Community Center. Weigh-in will be from 5 to
5:30 p.m. For information call Tracey at 227-5874.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at
489-2909 or Mike at 293-6043.

CCHS Class of 1967 plans reunion
The 1967 class of Calloway County High School will have
its 40-year reunion on Saturday, July 7, at 6 p.m. in the Curris Center at Murray State University. Late reservations are
being taken now, but no later than Friday, June 29. Reservations and payments must be made in advance and cannot be
taken at the door. For more information call Wanda at 7537831 through next Friday.

Adult Great Books will meet
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet tonight at
7 at the Calloway County Public Library with Donald True
and Julia Cullom to lead the discussion on the selection, "Planning and Democracy" from the book, "The Road To Serfdom"
by Friedrica Bkyek Hayek. All those who have read the selection are invited to take part in the discussion.

Electric board to meet today
Murray Electric Board will meet today at 4 p.m. at the
Murray City Council chambers on second floor at the south
end of the city hall building. Murray Electric is in the middle of reconstruction of their front offices and the meeting will
he at the city council chambers until reconstruction is finished.

Health Express lists stops

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer blood pressure checks, pulse and lipid profiles today
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. at Olympic Plaza, Murray; on Wednesday from 7 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. at the Corner Market.

Support group will meet

Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight at 7.
This is a support group for people who have lost one or both
parents due to death and to help each other through the hard
times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129

Diabetes Management Classes planned
County

Purchase Distnct Health Department of Calloway
and Purchase AHE(' and Calloway County Extension Office
will sponsor a series of learning sessions on "Questions About
Your Diabetes Management.- llte classes will be held from
9:3() a.m. to noon on Tuesdays on July 10, 17. 24 and 31
from 9:30 a.m. to noon in the Calloway County Extension
office at 310 South Fourth St., Murray. Free will be A IC
blood tests and other fun tools for your diabetes management
will be available. To pre-register call the extension office at
at I753-1452 or for more information call DeAnna Leonard
270-444-9625.

hours
Angels Attic lists its opening
to 5 p.m. Tuesday

Angels Attic is now open from II a.m.
donation
through Saturday. The attic is striving to make the
of
behalf
on
efforts
the
support
who
those
process for all
door
Angels Clinic easier. Donations are accepted at the back
Satof Angels Attic from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
re-opened
been
has
Arcadia
off
urday . The access road

beds
Gentry House needs bunkHomeless
Shelter

is in
The Gentry House. Inc., Emergency
provide
to
order
in
needed
are
beds
need of bunk beds. The
shelter. Nancy
a place for the children to sleep while in the
we only
time,
present
the
"At
said
manager.
Williams, case
Therehave beds to accommodate families with two children.
sleeping
up
end
children
four
or
three
with
fore. the families
information. call 761-6802.
on the couch or floor." For more

Photo provided
Carol Block, left, president of AARP Chapter, presented a certificate of thanks to Donna Hemdon, guest speaker at the May
••
meeting.

Herndon speaks about Angels
Clinic and Angels Attic at meeting
Donna Herndon was the guest speaker at the May meeting
of the Kentucky Lake/Murray Chapter #4437 of AARP held at
Paglia's Restaurant.
Herndon discussed in detail the starting of the Angel's Community Clinic, now at 1006 Poplar St., Murray. This clinic followed the need noted by the local school officials of the need
for a clinic for those unable to have finances to see a doctor.
"With the help of numerous people and officials of the city
and county, the clinic became a reality and since it opened in
July 2002. it has helped with the sum of $81,000 in medicine
and care," Herndon said. Doctors and nurses volunteer their
time for the services at the clinic.
Angels Attic and Thrift Shop, now at 972 Chestnut St.,
Murray, was started with members of St. John's Episcopal
Church who first opened the shop in a house on their church
property. As it grew in business, the shop was opened in the
Murphy building on Chestnut Street.
Dr. David Roos introduced Herndon. Reports were given by
Nancy Manning, secretary, and Daphene Mowery, treasurer.
Carol Block, president, presided.
The chapter will have a picnic (potluck) on Tuesday at
10:30 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Central Park.

CouplesofSullivan's
The scores for the Ladies
4-Ball Scramble played on June
18 at Sullivan's Par 3 Golf
Course and Sports Center were
as follows:
Mary Neale Barton, Freda
Elkins, Gloria Thies and Gayle
Weaver placed first with a
score of 51 and a birdie on
the countback hole.
The team of Loretta Earls,
Loretta Mann and Kathy Nash
also had a score of 51 to place
second. Thies had a chip-in
on hole No. 4.
Today (Monday) the ladies
had a potluck BBQ picnic at
11:30 a.m.
In the Senior Couples 4Ball Scramble on Thursday,
the team of Wes and Priscilla Holt and Jerrell and Jamie
Mullins placed first with a score
of 47. Jerrell was closest to
the pin on hole No. 14 and
had a chip-in on hold No. I.
The team of Boob and Freda
Elkins and David and Judy skinner placed second with a score
of 51 and a birdie on the
countback hole. Freda had a
chip-in on holes No. 7 and
IS.
The team of Tommy Allen,
Ellen Jones, Kenneth and
Wanda Moreland also had a
score of 51 to place third.

Kenneth was closest to the pin
on hole No. 4 and chipped
one in on hole No. 2. Ellen
had a chip-in on hole No. 6.
The couples will have a
pizza party on Thursday at
11:30 a.m.
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LadiesofMurrayCountryelub
The Ladies of the Murray Country Club will host their
annual Member/Guest Golf Tournament on Wednesday.
Play will begin at 9 a.m. with refreshment served prior tc
the tee-off and an awards luncheon will follow after play.
Anyone wishing to sign up for the event, contact Amy
McDowell at 753-9902 or Linda Burgess at 753-4470.
The Ladies had their weekly golf event on Wednesday.
Winne from the individual flights were as follows:
Cham onship flight - Ve Sevems, first, and Sue Outland
and Lindk Burgess, second;
First flight - Jennifer Crouse, first, and Debbie Hixon, second;
Third flight - Norma Frank, first, and Susan Johnson, sec.
ond:
9-Hole golers - Tie between Marilyn Adkins and Ann Stan- ley;
Low putt winner was Betty Stewart.

,2nnouncemenf
Aiden Lomond Armstrong
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Armstrong of South 11th Street, Murray, are the parents of a son, Aiden Lomond Armstrong, born,
on Wednesday, June 13, 2007, at 1:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 5 pounds 13 ounces and measured IS
1/2 inches. The mother is the former Frances Stephens.
brother is Elijah Smith and a sister is Elizabeth Smith.
Maternal grandparents are Bobby and Tess Robbins of Paris,
Tenn.
Paternal grandparents are Becky and Barry Armstrong and
Scott and Tr:.'‘ Marks, all of Hopkinsville.
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Mary Alice Smith, hostess for golf play on June 20 by the:
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club, announced the winners as,
follows:
First place - Della Miller, Judy DeLapp and Carolyn Green-.
field with extra shot taken.
Second place - Patsy Woodall, Melva Hatcher, Mary Alice
Smith and Nancy Rogers.
Shirley Wade and Kitty Steele will serve as hostesses feu
play on Wednesday beginning at the earlier time of 9 a.m.
The first place winners of Tuesday night alternate shot
game were Melonie Lowe and Henri Montgomery and the sec—
ond place winners were Deborah Boyle and Lawanda Glover.
The hostess for the next Tuesday night will be Melonie
Lowe and dinner will be served.

\\ I

006 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU JUNE 26
moviesinmurraycom
SHOWTIMES BEFORE
6 PM EVERYDAY

1408
PG13 - 1:00 - 3:10 - 7:35 • 9:40

Surf's Up
PG - 1:35 - 6:55

Pirates of the Caribbean 3
13 - 3:30 - 8:45

Ocean's 13
PG13 - 1:30 • 4:00 - 7:20 - 950
Fantastic 4: bid** Mier %Ay
PG - 1:10 • 3:20 • 7:30 - 9:35

Evan Almighty
PG - 1:45 - 3:50 - 7:15 - 9:20

Nancy Drew
PG • 1:25 - 3:40 - 7:00 - 9:10

Shrek The Third
PG - 1:20 - 3:25

Knocked Up
R - 7: -9:45

270-;33-9300
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LeekingBack
IS years ago
Published is a picture of Calloway County Fire-Rescue personnel cooling down a house on
US 641. owned by Howard Brandon and rented to Terry Stevens
'The house received extensive
smoke, heat iusd water damage
from the fue The photo was by
Staff Photographer Bernard Kane
Twenty-one quitters hum Calloway County will be among 60
quitters who will have their works
on display at the Kentucky Lake
Area Quiltfest on June 27 and 28
at Murray State University Curns
Center
Mr and Mrs Connell Bill
Collins will be married 50 years
June 29
20 years ago
Published IN picture of National Boy Scout Museum Director Darwin Kelsey accepting a check for
$8,000 from Quaker Oats Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
William Smithberg while members
of the company's management committee were in Murray visiting the
Fisher Price Division's Murray
plant The photo was by Staff
Photographer Donna Newcomb
Mr and Mrs Eunice Mizell
Jeffrey will be married 50 years
June 27
Births reported include a boy
to Mr and Mrs Gregory Byius.
May 20
30 years ago
Published are pictures of the
groundbreaking ceremonies for the
nest medical arts building to be
constructed on the grounds of Murray-C'alloway County Hospital
Rev Wendell H Rune has been
named president of the Mid-Continent Baptist Bible College at Mayfield He is a a former pastor of
Stemmial Baptist Church, Murray.
Mr and Mrs. Spurgeon Enoch
were married tor 64 years June
4

The Rev T H. Sanders is pastor of Liberty Cumberland Presbyterum Church
AO years ago
Howard Crittenden, principal
of Calloway County High School.
has been named "Outstanding
Young Educaor" by the Murray
Jaycees
Charles (('huck) Simons, professional drummer from Murray,
appeared as a guest artist with
the Paducah Tilghman High School
Band on June 23 at the annual
Paducah Summer Festival.
Boy Scout Troop 45 held a
campout on Lake Barkley in the
Land Between the Lakes
50 years ago
Wilson Mercury Sales has been
notified that it shared top honors
in a recent nationwide contest,
sponsored by the Mercury Division.
Wilma Boyd and Mason Billington were married June 14 at Memonal Baptist Church, Murray
The Murray Manufacturing
Company Wives Club held a faintly picnic on the lawn of the Tappan Guest House on Main Street
The club presented a going away
gift to Mrs Robert Moyer
•• years ago
Staff and teachers for the Murray City Schools have been
announced for the 1947-48 school
year hid Filbeck is principal of
Murray High School,
Carolyn Caner, daughter of Mr.
add Mrs Zelna Ciuler of Murray.
was named "Miss Calloway County" in the pageant, sponsored by
the Murray Junior Chamber of
Commerce . at the Varsity Theatre She will represent the county at the West Kentucky Beauty
Contest and Style Show at Paducah July 7 Winning second place
in the pageant at Murray was Reba
Jo ('athey, daughter of Mr and
Mrs !niche(-athey

Alcoholic's wife feels guilty
for asking for child support
DEAR ABBY: I was married to my childhood sweetheart. 'Dexter,' for 13 years.
Only the first five were happy.
The rest were spent trying to
adjust to his alcoholism and
make excuses for why he
drinks
We have
two
children, 12 and
10, whom I
love dearly.

finally
made
the
decision to
leave when
I
realized

what a poor
example
Dexter was
By Abigail
setting for
Van Buren
them.*
The problem is, he continually harasses me. He calls
constantly and drops over to
my apartment without calling.
When the kids see their father,
they just let him in. If I'm
not home, Dexter questions
them about who they have
seen me with and whatever
other information he can pry
out of them. My son asks me
if it's OK, or what he should
say. I have nothing to hide
and am not seeing anyone. I
told him its wrong of his
father to ask, but if he does
then to be honest.
1 love Dexter, but I'm so
tired and emotionally drained
I don't know what to do. I
feel this tremendous responsibility for him, and I don't
know where it comes from.
Dear Abby

TodavInIllsterv
By The Amodated Press

Today is Monday, June 25. the
176th day of 2007 There arc 189
days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 25. 1950, war broke
out in Korea as forces from the
communist North invaded the
South
On this date
In 1E107, Napoleon 1 of Trance
and Russian ('tar Alexander I met
near Tilsit, in northern Prussia, to
.
k nding war
'

between their empires
In 1876. Lt. Col George A
Custer and his 7th C'avalry were
wiped out by Sioux and Cheyenne
Indians in the Battle of the Littie Bighorn in Montana
In 1906. architect Stanford
White was shot to death atop New
York's Madison Square Garden,
which he had designed, by muImmure Harry K. Thaw, the icalous husband of Evelyn Nesbit
Thaw was acquitted of murder by
reason of insanity

Murray Ledger & Ilities

In 1942, SOMe 1,000 British
Royal Aar Force bombers raided
Bremen, Germany, dunng World
War II
In 1951, the first commercial
color telecast took pLice as ('BS
transmitted a 55-minute special
from New York to four other
clues.
In 1962, the Supreme Court,
in Engel v. Vitale, ruled that recital
of a state-sponsored prayer in New
York State public schools was
unc on stituuocial.

Diet is a
four-letter word

He was always the dominant
DEAR DR. GOTT: Diets!
one in our relationship. I newer
This bad four-letter word SeeilLS
even decorated our borne
to consume our lives.
because he picked everything
I have done it all, to the
out on the pretense of "surpoint of becoming a news- and
prising" me.
magazine-stand junkie. I buy
give Dexter money when
every magazine looking for that
he asks for it, even though I
quick fix or
have the children and he isn't
miracle diet.
supporting us. I'm in the process
I recently
of filing for child support, but
stayed on the
feel guilty doing it -- like he
South Beach
is going to suffer because I'll
Diet for four
be taking money from him.
months and
He has a full-time job, so
lost
18
pounds.
there's no reason why be
Great, right?
shouldn't take care of our chilBut again, I
dren. Why do I feel like I'm
gained some
abandoning him? -- LOUISE
weight and
IN DES MOINES
By
lost control.
DEAR LOUISE:- That's a
' Dr Peter Gott I think lam
healthy question. Now, let me
a mentally stable 49-1/2-yearhazard a guess. It's because in
old woman, 5 feet 1 inch, and
order to stay with Dexter, you
184 pounds and happy I have
became
his
co-dependent
more food on my plate at times
enabler. By leaving him, you
than I need.
have taken a giant step toward
My cholesterol is 298, my
normalcy for yourself and your
blood pressure is low and I
children -- and on some level
feel fat, ugly and uncomfortthat may feel "selfish" to you
able.
right now. In doing so, you
Why can't our food indushave forced him to face up
tries realize what they are doing
to the fact that he has a serito our young and older generous problem. And that was a
ations? It's easier to grab that
favor, not "abandonment.'
fast fix than it is to visualize
Although you feel 'tired and
a large salad with sparkling
emotionally drained," please
water.
make the time to find an AlI'm not lazy. I enjoy cookAnon group and attend some
ing and experimenting. I guess
meetings. There you will learn
I need some encouragement and
that the only person who can
your professional help.
save your husband from the
DEAR READER: Your
consequences of his actions is
weight problem is far from
him.
unusual. You need a flexible
And as soon as your childiet that will put you back on
dren are old enough, they
track and keep you there.
should attend some Alateen
I recommend that you read
meetings. (Check your local
my book "Dr. Gott's No Flour,
phone book for listings.) This
No Sugar Diet." It contains
will help them cope with their
food lists, menu planners and
father's manipulative and conrecipes designed to help you
trolling behavior, and you as
lose weight and keep it off. It
well.
Dexter should not be in
your apartment in your absence,
pressing the children to spy
I.ast dealer.
for him. It's unhealthy for all
Neither side vulnerable.
of you.
NORTH
•••
•A 2
DEAR ABBY: My name is
•KQJ 1074
Christian. I am 10 years old
•.1
•i09 73
and in the fifth grade. 1 witist

is available at inost
and online at www.iunazon
and www.barnesandnoble.c
To give you related inf
mation, I am sending you
copy of my Health Report AA
Strategy for Losing Weight."'
Other readers who would like
a copy should send a long,
self-addressed, stamped enve:
lope and $2 to Newsletter, PO
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092,
Be sure to mention the title. ;
DEAR DR.GOTT:_. Can yoe
help us? My granddaughter is

11 years old and autistic. She
is hearing voices in her head
and she talks to them. She also
has had a bout of depression.
Can you imagine an 11-yearold child having depression?
This was a horrible thing for
her and her parents to go
through. We need help and do
not know where to turn.

Dr. Cott

DEAR READER: Your
granddaughter needs a thorough

evaluation by a pediatric psychiatrist to determine the cause
of her auditory hallucinations
and depression. There are no
medications that have shown
promise in consistently treating
the symptoms of autism. However, related symptoms, such
as depression, can be treated separately. The specialist will most
likely prescribe medication to
control her depression and hallucinations.
I also recommend that your
granddaughter's parents seek a
physician who specializes in
autism who can help care for
her needs. Autism experts have
had success with two different
treatments: behavior modification and vitamin B-6 with magnesium supplements.
I recommend that you visit
www.autism.org for more information.

ContractBridge

to.knoeLethy jimelLgeg cal*

asn.'A pait'is Eke a At
of socks or a pair of gloves.
But jeans are only one piece
of clothing. Unless you cut
the jeans in half and still wear
it. THEN you could call it a
pair -- which could be embarrassing. Please let me know.
-- CHRISTIAN IN BLYTHEWOOD, S.C.
DEAR CHRISTIAN: 1
have been asked in the past
why people call trousers "a
pair of pants.' Technically, a

'pant- is the leg of a garment.
Two pants (legs) make up a
"pair" of pants. Got it? I suspect that "pair ofjeans" evolved
from -pair of pants.•
•••
Dear Abby is written by
\bigot! Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips.
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.

96 S3
•9 7 5 2
+Q8

,4EAST
K 19 3
82
•A 10 6 4
•A ft 5

SOUTH
•Ql 85
VA
•K Q 8 3
41 642
The bidding:
East
South
West
North
I•
Pass
Pass
2•
Pass
2 NT
39
,
Pass
Pass
3 Nr
Opening lead -- two of diamonds
This deal occurred in a national
championship many years ago, and
features a spectacular play by one of
bridge's all-time greats, Sidney
Silodor,
He held the East band and was
defending against three notrump,
reached on the auction shown. Ilis
partner led the diamond deuce. and,
after taking dummy's jack with the
ace. Siltsdor returned the king of
spades! Regardless of whether
declarer won this spade or the next
one with the ace, dummy's heart

tricks were hors de combat.
Eventually, South wound up losing five tricks for down one. With a
more normal diamond return by
Silisclor at trick two, declarer would
have had no trouble making nine
tricks.
It is, of course, true that East's
king-of-spades play gave declarer
three spade tricks instead of only the
one or two he might otherwise have
scored. But any spade tricks Selodor
might have lost by his unusual return
were more than compensated for by
the ultimate outconie
Silodor reasoned that if South
held the ace and another heart, there
was no chance whatever of defeating
the contract. tic therefore had to
assumc that declarer had either the
singleton ace of hearts, or one or two
low hearts.
Whichever the ease, dummy's ace
of spades had to be dislodged at once
to cut declarer off'from the heart suit.
If South happened to gain a spade
trick or two in the process but went
down as a result that would be mare
than a fair exchange. And if it turned
out that declarer had nine sure tricks
from the start, the king-of-spade
return would at worst cost only an
inconsequential overtrick.
The band was played in a teamof-four match. At the other table, the
North-South pair wound up in four
hearts and went down two.

Tomorrow A necessary risk.
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PORTS

Close finales the norm
WEEKEND
CHAMPIONSHIPS
WRAP UP

Photo provided

for

Garrett Cowen pitches for the Murray Jaguars during the team's
-1 semifinal loss to the West Kentucky Patnots.

Special the Ledger
Close scores were the norm in the title
games of the 2007 Kentucky West USSSA
State youth baseball championships held
over the wet weekend in Murray and
Draffenville. Three of the four championship games were decided by two or less
runs as the tournament survived muchneeded rain showers to get completed on

Sunday night at 7:15.
The last game decided was the 12-under
championship, which went to the GC
Titans 10-9 over the West Kentucky
Patriots. The Titans rallied from a five-run
hole to take over the lead with a six-run
fifth inning and then put away the backand-forth battle with an unearned run in the
top of the sixth inning.
The 13-under game was settled via a
two-run walk-off homer as the Kentucky
Cobras came back in the bottom of the seventh for the 7-5 win. The 9-under division
went to the West Kentucky Warriors when
they posted a 13-7 romp over their rival
West Kentucky Outlaws. The 8-under

machine pitch division title went to the
West Kentucky Outlaws when they beat the
Murray Hues 9-7 on Friday night.
The biggest surprise of the weekend was
from the teams that played up into higher
age divisions and had success at the next
level. The 8-under Bucs and Outlaws both
jumped into live arm pitching for the first
time on Saturday against the 9-under division. And the 11-under Murray Bucs battled throughout the weekend in I2-under
class.
The 8-under Bucs competed well
against live pitching but dropped all three
of their games in the 9-under division,
II See LEAGUE, 28
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VICTORINO ROUTINE
CHANGE PAYS OFF FOR PHILS
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Shane
Victorino typically spends off days
relaxing in the dugout. He changed
his routine Sunday and the move
worked.
Victorino had a pinch-hit, threerun double to break a tie with two
outs in the eighth inning Sunday
and lift the Philadelphia Phillies to
a 5-1 victory over the St. Louis
Cardinals. It was his first pinch-hit
of the season and came after he
barely fouled off a 3-2 breaking ball
to keep the at-bat going.
"Today, for some reason I went
to the cage three or four times," he
said. "It turned out for the better."
, Brian Sanches(1-0) pitched two
near-perfect innings in his third
appearance of the season. His only
blemish was a one-out walk to
ris Duncan in the seventh but
•uncan was caught stealing one out
. ter to end the inning.
The Phillies have had a string of
• njuries to their pitching staff this
• axon, including right-hander Jon
ieber who is out indefinitely after
MR1 exam on Saturday revealed
ruptured tendon in his foot. The
• sh of pitchers on the disabled list
Lieber isn't on it, yet — forced
iladelphia to use Sanches, who
.ned the club for the first time this
•on on June 17.
. He had pitched just three innings
or the Phillies before Sunday.
"It's a big help," starter Cole
amels said, who didn't return
fter a rain delay before the bottom
.f the fourth."These guys are fightng. When you go out there and put
p zeros it's huge."
Four relievers followed Hamels,
ho went three innings and gave up
.ne run on three hits. Ryan Madson
.itched two innings before being
lieved by Sanches. Clay Condrey
d Antonio Alfonseca followed
nd pitched one inning each.
ondrey was sent to the minors on
une 13 before being called back
• $ ,y to fill Lieber's roster spot.
Brad Thompson (5-3) pitched a
rfect seventh in relief before

a
a
a

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
JEFF ROBERSON / AP

Shane Victorino celebrates at
second base after hitting a
pinch-hit three-run double as St.
Louis shortstop Aaron Miles,
right, stands in the background
dunng the eighth inning Sunday
in St. Louis. The hit helped the
Phillies to a 5-1 victory.
allowing two hits and intentionally
walking Ryan Howard to load the
bases in the eighth. Randy Flores
replaced Thompson and gave up
Victorino's first pinch-hit of the
season. Flores has allowed 12 of 19
inherited base runners to score this
season.
"In that situation we wanted to
turn Victorino around." St. Louis
manager Tony La Russa said.
"Randy just got the ball up. That's
what it came down to."
'The Cardinals had a chance to
make it more interesting in the
ninth against Alfonseca. They
loaded the bases with two outs but
So Taguchi grounded out to end the
game.
St. Louis was attempting to earn
its third consecutive series victory
for the first time since late April.
The Cardinals took two of three at
Oakland and against Kansas City
entering the series.

Some of the 96 golfers involved in this week's Women's Kentucky State Amatuer Championship at Miller Memonal Goff
Course put in some time on the practice green before qualifying began Monday morning.

TOMMY DILLARD /
Ledger & Times

Lexi Estes. of Calvert
City, practices chipping Monday morning before qualifying
for
began
the
Women's Kentucky
State
Amateur
Championship this
Miller
week
at
Golf
Memorial
Course.

COLLEGE WORLD SERIES

Repeat Defenders

a

BEAVERS CHEW THROUGH COMPETITION
a
a
a

RtC FANCIS AP

egon State's
arwin Barney
.) is atop the
le of Oregon
ate
players
er they beat
.r1h Carolina
in Game 2
the best-ofree at the
'liege World
-nes to win
champie
ship
in
aha. Neb.,
nday

OMAHA, Neb.(AP) — It didn't take Oregon
State coach Pat Casey long to figure out when the
Beavers dominant run to a second-straight
College World Series title began.
Casey believed it was in the final two innings
of a regional game victory when Oregon State
rallied over Virginia that propelled the Beavers to
their 5-0 mark in the CWS that concluded with a
sweep of North Carolina in the best-of-three
finals Sunday night.
With the 9-3 victory. Oregon State capped a
dominant run that saw the Beavers only trail for
one of the 45 innings in Omaha. The run started
when the Beavers (49-18) scored four runs in the
final two innings to rally against Virginia in a
regional game.
"I'm not sure why or how but we got pretty
energized or inspired and from that time on, there
was never a time that I didn't think we weren't

going to be very tough to handle." Casey said.
"And I don't know why. I've always been confident. This was different: This was magic."
North Carolina (57-161 was runner-up for the
second straight year after leaving 18 runners
stranded in two games against Oregon State.
OSU became the first back-to-back champion
since LSU in 1996-97 and the fifth overall.
"It was something strange that happened and
our club felt it." Casey said. "It was some type of
energy and it never went away. It followed us on
the plane. it followed us to the hotel, it followed
us on the yard.Darwin Barney's two-run homer gave Oregon
State the lead in the second inning on Sunday
night. Jordan Lennerton hit his second home run
in as many nights in the eighth inning.
North Carolina couldn't get anything going

2B • Monday, Juan
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'He just seemed like a regular person'

SCOMM13@AR

SPONSORED RV STUART ALEXANDEFt

APPORACH
BECK REMEMBERED FOR GENIAL NATURE, OLD-FASHIONED

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

AP

4 Ob.", Cool

Sunday's Glemes
Minnesota 7 F Coda 4
Toronto 5 Colorado 0
NY Mots 10 Claidend 2
Washington 3 Cleveland
Tamps Bay 9 L A Dodgers 4
Kansas City 4 Milwaukee 3 11 swings
Chicago Cubs 3 Chicago While Sox 0
Philadelphia S Si Louis 1
A Angels 4 Pittsburgh 3 10 masa'
13osion 4 San Diego 2
Seattle 3 Cincinnati 2
San Francisco 7 NV Yankees 2
Anzons 8 Baltimore 3
Lietroit S Atlanta 0
Houston 12 Texas 9 10 innings
Monday's Gwen
Washington (f3m9rnarin 1-3) at Alanta
(T Hudson 6-5) 6 OS p m
Si Louis Marcel 0-0) at N Y Mets
/Sem 6-3) 6 10 p m
Colorado (Franca 7-5) at Chicago Cubs
iMartmes 5-41 7 05 p m
Houston 1.14inrings 1-1) at Milwaukee
(Sheets 8-3) 7 05 p m
L A Dodgers (Penny 9-1) at Anion.
(Owings 5-1) 840pm
San Diego (Germano 5-1) at San
Francisco (Lincecum 2-2), 9 IS pm
Tuseastwes Orme
Pittsburgh (lAehoirn 3-10) at Florida
6 05 p m
7-6)
iWes
Commute (Riley 2-0) al Philadelphia
,Kandrick 1-03 6 OS p m
31 Limos (Wellerneyer 2-0) at N V Meta
10 Perez 7-6). 6 10 p m
Wasteriglion (Baca* 1-4) at Atlanta
ICarlyis 1-2) 6 35 p m
Colorado (Lopez 4-0) it Chicago Cubs
(Lily 5-4) 7 05 p m
Houston (Rodriguez 4-6) at Milwaukee
(Vegas 6- 1 7 06 p m
L A Dodgers(9ngskey 4-0) at Anzona
IGontalez 3-2) 8 40 p m
San Diego ID wen 3-5/at San
Francisco (Lricecurn 2-21 9 15 p m

his hard-nosed. gunslinging reputation -- but only on the
mound.

American League Standings
AY Times CDT
East Division
L PM OS
W
48 28 649
Boston
11
37 37 500
Toronto
36 37 49311 1/2
New York
1/2
4046214
33
Tampa Bay
32 43 42716 1.2
Bsitrnore
Centre Division
L Pc1 GB
W
45 29 608
Detroit
31
2
43
581
Cleveland
38 35 521 6 1/2
Minneeots
29 42 40814 1/2
Chicago
18
30 46 395
Kansas City
West Division
L Pct 0113
W
49 27 845
Los Angeles
8
39 33 542
Seale
9
39 35 527
Oeidand
30 45 40018 1,2
Texas

Sunday's Games
Minnesota 7 Florida 4
Toronto 5 Colorado 0
NV Meta 10 Oakland 2
Washington 3 Cleveland 1
Tampa Bay 9 L A Dodgers 4
Kansas City 4 Mereukee 3 11 nnings
Chicago Cube 3 Chicago While Sox 0
L A Angels 4 Pittsburgh 3 10 innings
Boston 4. San Diego 2
Seattle 3 Cancan/it 2
San Francisco 7, N V Yankees 2
Arizona 8 Baltimore 3
Detroit 5 Atlanta 0
Houston 12 Texas 9 10 urvengs
Mondsy's Games
Te.as (Lae 3-6) at Detroit (Bonderman
8-0) 8 05 p m
Oakland (Gaudin 6-2) at Cleveland
Ilse 4-4 606pm
Chicago Whoa Sox (Danks 34) at
Tampa Bay (Howell 1-1).6 10 p m
Toronto (14elleclay 8-2) at Minnesota
(Stoney 2-0). 7 10 p m
Boston (Tavarez 5-4) at Seattle
(Weever (-6), 905 p m
Kansas City (Thomson 0-0) at L A
Angels (L/084W 10-4). 9 OS p m
Tuesday's Gann
Texas (Paddle 3-8) at Defoe
(Robertson 4-6( 6 05 p m
Oakland (Karen 9-2) at Cleveland Lee
4-4) 605pm
N Y Yankees (Pelitle 4-5- at Baltimore
(Guthrie 4-1), 6 05 p ra
Chicago White So.(Garland 4-51 at
Tampa Bay (Shied'8-2) 6 10 p m
Toronto Marcum 4-2) at Minnesota
(Baker 2-2) 7 10 p m
Boston (Gablowd 1-0) at Seattle
(Hernandez 4-4) 905 p m
Kansas City (Mocha 4-8)81 I A Angels
IE Santana 5.7) 9 OS p m

---

guys up,- said Giants outfielder
Ryan Klesko, who played with

a common theme.
Though Beck was a fearsome

Beck in San Diego. "I know he
went through some tough times

closer for 13 major league seasons, he was even more admired

in the last couple of years. and it
just crushes you."

for his genial nature and oldfashioned approach to the game
Beck, a three-time All-Star
who earned 286 career saves,
was found dead in his home

great guy

always happy, always picking

er shared countless stories with

he loved.

was a

"He

Sunday, former teammates and
opponents of the colorful reliev-

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Nattonat League Standings
All 1'I171118 CDT
East Division
L PM GB
W
41 32 562
New YOilt
3
Philedelphie
39 36 520
36 36 500 4 1/2
Adana
36 40 474 6 1/2
%Mb
10
Washington
32 43427
Centre Divielon
L PM DS
W
letwaultes
43 32 573
35 39 473 71/2
Chicago
St Louis
33 39 458 8 12
11
32 43 427
Houston
12
31 44 413
Pittsburgh
29 47 38214 1/2
Cirrinnet
West Division
W
L Pct GB
44 32 579
Anzona
1
42 32 568
San Diego
42 33 580 1 1/2
Los Angie'
38 37 507 5 12
Colorado
11
32 42 432
San Francisco

Sports Writer

When news of Rod Beck's
early death spread through the
clubhouses
leagues'
major

Kt klMurrav
•tua..1 olenonder

tautly looked the part of a menacing closer, and he lived up to

By GREG BEACHAM

Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 HWY 121 N. BYPAM • MURRAY,KY

Beck

Was

discovered

by

police officers responding to a
.call to his home in suburban

Saturday. He was 38.
"He was an offbeat personality, but he loved the game,
respected the game and loved
the Giants." San Francisco gen-

Phoenix,

police

department

Andy

spokesman

Hill

said

Sunday. Foul play is not suspected, though the cause of
death might not be known for
several days.

eral manager Brian Sabean said.
"He just seemed like a regular

Beck was popular with teammates, fans and reporters, but
battled personal demons late in

person. a good person.The nght-hander spent his

his life. He abruptly left the
Padres for a two-month stint in

first sesen big league seasons
with the Giants before going on

rehabilitation during

to success

with the Chicago

Cubs and a late-career surge
with the Padres.
Beck was a menacing sight
on the mound, from his bushy
mustache and sometimes-gener-

his final

season in 2004.
"He was hilying- some problems, and I just knew he went
into rehab and joined us later
that year,- said Giants manager

CHARLES KRUPA / AP FILES.
Once Red Sox reliever, Rod Beck was found dead Saturday
by police officers responding to a call to his home in suburban
Phoenix, according to police department spokesman Andy
Hill. He was 38.
Winnebago parked just beyond

who did so much for the game."
Nicknamed "Shooter" and

the outfield fence. Delighted
fans would drop by for auto-

well-known for his fondness for
music, cowboy boots

graphs and stay for a beer.
"You wanted him to have the

country

and cigarettes. Beck pitched for
the Giants (1991-97), the Cubs
(1998-99) and the Boston Red

:

ball at the end of the game," said
Pirates outfielder Xavier Nady,
who played with Beck in San

Sox (1999-2001) before finishing his career with the Padres

Diego in 2003, when he picked
up 20 saves and three wins in an

Bruce Bochy, the Padres' manager at the time. "It's so sad

(2003-04).

ous pot belly to his searing stare
swing
aggressive arm
and

when you see healthy players go
at such a young age. This is a

to the

incredible 2 I/2-month stretch
while filling in for Trevor

before throwing a pitch. He cer-

bad day in baseball to lose a guy

pitched for the Triple-A Iowa
Cubs and famously lived in his

career saves leader.

While working his way back
majors in 2003. Beck

majors'

the

now

Hoffman,

•League

SOCCER

Brand it like Beckham

From Page 18
which

played

was

Mike

at

Miller Park in Draffenville. The
younger Outlaws actually won
two games, including the consolation championship, with an 87 tally over the Murray Heat.
The II -under Hues decided
to play up and stay local instead
of traveling to Glasgow for the
divisional
11 -under
state's
championship. Their decision
paid off as they earned their way
to a two seed in the preliminary'
rounds. However, the GC Titans
came out with hot bats in the
semifinals and knocked out the
Hues 11-2.
The I2-under Murray Jaguars
were the other local team participating this weekend. The Jags
had an up-and-down weekend

From Page 18
against Oregon State's pitchers,
who retired the last scsen Tar
Heels in order after getting an
out at the plate to squash
Carolina's last chance for a big
"We couldn't just get that big
hit." said North Carolina coach
Mike Fox. whose team left runners on base in six innings. "I
telt like if we just get one,
maybe it would spark more"
Joe Paterson got a called
third strike against pinch-hitter
Kyle Shelton to end the game
and send the Beavers sprinting
out of their dugout for the celebratory pile
"When we got here, we were
excited to get in that dugout and
in that kicker room.- Barney
said -We feel very comfortable
in there. This is home, baby.
This is Omaha.The Beavers finished the season with 10 straight wins, after
the

into

sneaking

64-team

NCAA tournament with a sixth
place finish
conference

the Pacific-10

in

State

Oregon

became the first team to win
tour CWS games by six runs or
*To he able to come to this
tremendous tournament ---- the
best athletic es cot on the face of
and to run through it
the earth
good is sery

special-

( .tscs said
The
North

Beavers
t'arolina

knocked
starter

out

Luke

l`utkonen (8-2) in the second
inning after Barney lined a pitch
••SCI the left -field wall Another
run scored on third baseman
('had flack's throwing error

and

pitching duel

lost a 2-1

heartbreaker in the semifinals
against the Patriots.
The other big battle of the
Weekend was between tournament organizers and

Mother

Nature. Showers suspended play
late Saturday night and the two
games in progress were resumed
AP

this undated photo released by Adidas. English soccer star David Beckham wears football
pads in Madrid Adidas is launching an advertising campaign this week featuring Beckham
and New Orleans Saints running back Reggie Bush swapping sports during practice in "Futbol
vs Football

In

Sunday

morning. Like every-

thing around Calloway County,
the fields were dry and two of
the three fields absorbed
heavy rains well. Play began at
morning, but was;:::

on Sunday

1101 — .50. **Sob Samie 3

suspended for two hours whetr;:t:

Genoa 2 Caterer Mee I
left- Weide Sete tt 11111111 3
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11110 —
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1070- 180818an Ca 10 MATO 90118 3
1077 - M301111 91111111 7 SouW Carolina 1
10711 - Amon@ 7 Eamon,Sactresn
1101 - lams 5 South Carcans 1
1104 -- Smarm cal 7 MOM 3
1e73 - Sereme Cal 4 Aryans SIMI 3
1972 -- Sedum Cat I Ann.. Salim 0
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AD CAMPAIGNS STARTING
FOR ENGLISH SOCCER STAR
1975-77.

AP Sports Writer
It's
NEW YORK (AP)
already time to brand it like

Galaxy next month and he a
halftime guest on the telecast of

said. "There are a lot of similarities.**

Beckham.

the

in

Ahead of last year's World

Adidas is launching an advertising campaign this week fea-

Denver on July 1 . perhaps making a cameo appearance in the

('up. Nike erected a 70 1/2-foot
high billboard near New York's

tunng English SOCcer star David
Beckham and New Orleans

match. His first game in the
Galaxy's redesigned uniform

Madison Square Garden and a

Reggie

figures to be a July 21 exhibition
against England's Chelsea at

Saints

running

back

Bush swapping sports during
practice in "Futbol vs. Football."
"There's

very

few

people

names transcend

whose

their

n sports. People know the
Beckham.
David
of

name

uled.
"The showers cost us
.
some extra work, but the rain1:::.

After helping

Real

Madnd

game

nobody

"It's almost the same,- Pele

nearly identical 40-foot high ad
in

San

Francisco

featuring

Donovan. DaMarcus

Landon

here

around

really

our visitors thought we would
get washed out Sunday morning,
but the tarps saved the tournament again.
"We were fortunate to get the
completed.

tournament

Ironically, no rain of any signifall

weekend just

where

Beasley and Eddie Johnson. And

icance fell

yes. Adidas has a relationship

north of us at Miller Park in

with Claudio Reyna. the U.S.

Draffenville. Yet other USSSA

likely MLS debut would be Aug

captain at the 2002 and 2006

state championship tournaments

5 at Toronto

World Cups, but he had little

in Glasgow and Louisville were

buil outside the soccer crowd.

rain-shortened and had to be

European and Latin American
stars only go so far in America's

decided by pool play results,"

Calif

—

That all will be accompanied
with a lot of advertising
"It will be a coordinated blitz,
if you will.- Galaxy president
Alexi Lalas said. "We want to

mainstream market.

Brockman added.
The next local travel tourna-

To mark Beckham's arrival.

ment begins this Friday night

win the Spanish League title for

make sure that we're not dupli-

Adidas retaped its "Impossible is

the first time in tour seasons with
the club. Beckham joins Major

cating efforts. So there will be
obviously stuff from Adidas. the

Nothing" commercial with him
to make his soccer past under-

League Soccer's Los Angeles
next month, a major

Galaxy. ESPN and .1 hunch of

standable to an American audi-

Galaxy

other ones."

ence.

injection of star power for a
league whose talent has steadily

counting on
Beckham to reach out hey ond
the soccer field in a was the

behind some of the major U.S.

ticipating

sports in this country'. We're

which is one of the largest local

United States h.isn • t seen since
Was with the t'ostrios from

excited about the growth oppor-

tournaments of the year.

tunity

been nsing but has lacked a mar-

Sponsors

quee mainstay.
The

32.- year-old

midfielder.

Pek

are

when

seventh

annual

Freedom

Fest

the

USSSA

Invitational takes the diamonds
in Murray and Draffenville. As

-Soccer's

that

appeal

we

is

have

still

many as 60 teams could be parin

Freedom

Fest,

there.-

Pierpoun said. "Within the soc-
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cer community, everybody is
very well aware of and really

Lindy Salter
Maleolettlyinars4wcy

looks up to some of those MLS
players. national team players. as
we spread outside the

icons. As

soccer community. those names
become

lesser

David's name

travels

known.
we feel

And

really

further, and that's an

opportunity for us to draw more
people into the sport of soccer.
draw

whole families into the

most of soccer."

-

minded," said tourney director...
Tab Brockman. "I think many of •

Becktuun already has a youth
soccer academy After that, his

vice president of brand marketing for Adidas America.

All-Star

MLS

Carson.

whether they follow soccer or
not." said Stephen Pierpoint.
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before the showers arrived. Play:
resumed just after noon and
games were completed as sched-

was so desperately needed thatT:;.
who has had as many hairstyles
as goals. is to join up with the

By RONALD BLUM
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field tarps were put out just::;
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NOTICE OF ADVERTISEMENT
SHERIFF SALE OF PROPERTY
The Calloway County Sheriff Department will sell at
public auction the following described property pursuant to an Execution Order (Cass No. 06-6-106)
issued in Calloway County, Kentucky. Sale will occur
on June 27, 2007. 8:30 am. Location will be the
Calloway County Sheriff Department, 304 Maple
Street, Murray, Kentucky. The vehicle may be seen
prior to the sale at the Maple Street address The
vehicle la sold AS IS without warranty or any guarantees. Purchase pnce is due on the date and tame of
sale.

1996 Dodge Intrepid. 4 door
VIN 1B3HD46FOTF117557, Maroon in color
The Sheriff Department reserves the right to refuse
all bids or offers
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ROAD MAINTENANCE
COORDINATOR
PTL has opportunities in its new, state of the
art, maintenance facility on the north side of
Murray, KY for career-minded individuals to
coordinate tractor-trailer repairs necessary due
to on the road breakdowns. The successful candidate will possess interpersonal skills and the
ability to work off shifts and weekends.
College education, equipment familiarity, and
computer skills a plus. Competitive pay and
benefits. Responsible and eager individuals
seeking a career opportunity are encouraged to
forward their resume to:

7rLi Vh_f
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES INC.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital is currently
seeking proposals for building renovationa at the
Center foe Health and Wellness located at 716
Poplar Street, Murray, KY. All interested parties
should attend a pre-bid meeting to be held at
2:00pm on Thursday, June 28, 2007 at the Center
for Health and Wellness, 716 Poplar Street, Murray.
KY. Contact Bud Byars at 270-762-1133 for additional information.

Human Resources
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
P.O. Box 1889

Murray, KY 42071
kn Equal

Opportunity Employer

Now hiring an outgoing, energetic individual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication.

Murray Career Center To Be
Temporarily Closed for Move
The Murray Career Disco',cry Center on U.S 641
North will be closed from Monday, June 25th to
Friday. June 29th and will re-open at its NEW location at 208 South 5th Street iold Murray Municipal
Utilities building , on Monday. July 2nd.

Individual must possess excellent oral, written and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal oriented.
This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
plus commission. Salary will be based on
experience.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-1
Murray, KY 42071

During the last week of June. services normally provided at the Murray Career Center by the Office of
Employment and Training, Veterans' Representative,
Office of Vocational Rehabilitation, and Workforce
Investment Act, will be offered at the Paducah Career
Center, located at 416 South 6th Street in Paducah
0270/575-70001. and the Mayfield Career Center, lucid,
edit 319 South 7th Street ,270,247-38571
Thank you for your patience during this moe and we
look forward to serving you, starting Monday.
2nd. at our NEW Murray Career Center locationla,/
2rat South h Street

STEN E

IDNILR

CONCRETE MIXER
TRUCK OPERATOR
Materials Concrete has immechate Openings
tor Concrete Mixer Truck Operators Experience is not
necessary COt. preferred, but training is available
Sate driving record, good work history, and a tier**
schecluie is required Top benefits, Ions ol OT and
much more Apply ri person at any location
Positions are smiled* Ni
Paducah, KY, PrIncelon, KY. Calvert, KY,
Mayfield, KY, Union City, TN
Loam more at *now Inict corn
Federal

\\
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I ,.

Needed for busy locally owned garage.
Wages based on your experience. Own
tools not required but helpful. Full or part
time hours available.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 742
Murray, KY 42071
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Notice

CALLOWAY Gardens
& Essex Downs Apts
accepting bids for
resurfacing parking
lots 1505 Diuguid Dr
753-8556

LISA'S Turbo Tanning
n Mayfield has 2
booths for rent $50 00
week each (270)2478008 or 705-1521

lAti*f 5144
weddings/seniors
A FAA
Certified
Exercise Instructor now
offering 1-on-1 training
MondaySessions
Thursday
1 .30-5:00
aid d day Fnday. 270293-6269
BLUEGRASS Gardens
Daytily Farm, 684
Crossland Rd., Murray
(783$). Wed.-Sat 104130, pots $2.50 & 00
www.bluegrassgardens.ne4
COME to where the
Mies bloom.
Outside Inn Daylily
Nursery.
565 Magness Rd .
Hardin, KY
Mon.-Set.
SAMS:30PM.
437-4015, 703-7059
500 new varieties
FREELANCE
Pft0909rePhYFamilies, weddings,
reunions.
270-2104173
NEED Ice? Sandra D's
254 a scoop. 293-3618

.Since 1989

270-753-1001
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuraaes do OCCUr
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Local business accepting resumes
for licensed cosmetologist
Send to PO. Box 1040-1
Murray, KY 42071

Needed: Full time truck driver
with Class A CDL license.
Benefits available. Send resumes
to H&R Agri-Power, P.O. Box
432, Mayfield, KY 42066.

A child needs you!
Become a boater parent, up to $36/day
WKUMFS
270-443-9304
Agents at Century 21
wants another professional agent in our
°Mos Pietas bring
resume to University
Square, 301 North
12th St

mdFsisal
Chocolate
FOUND
Lab with collar No
name on coke 94W
Cal 753-7767

EXPERIENCED
Restaurant Manager
needed
(270)328-8980

AVON: choose your
hours & your income
We have benefits
JOIN TODAY and get a
FREE GIFT 1-888570-6496 or 270-7613878
OTR Drivers for small
local company. Good
pay, good mess and
seseldy home lime. Call
(270)293-3206

CUSTOMER Service
Representative.
Finance
Heights
Corporation has an
immediate opening for
a well organized individual with keyboard,
typing and telephone
seas. Must be outgoing. Good starting
salary and benefits
Apply
in
person
between 8:30AM and
5PM. Background and
screening
drug
required prior to hire.
HELP WANTED
Part/Foe time 3 NW%
daily 7 days a week
lehr after pied
training • Benents
Contact us now!
14116-174-4089 or
iswatINIMINIolm.com

SS & SERVICE DIRECT(t

Nip alatia0

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercorn,
you will be redirected
to yobnetwork.cont
By default,
Murray and local sib
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
webute, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tunes. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you
Executive Assistant
Murray based company looking for
Executive Assistant
Responsibilities
include assisting the
CEO in deity operations and special projects; scheduling, correspondence, administrative coordination,
and pnorrtizing to meet
deadlines
Must have the ability to
work comfortably
under pressure, while
maintaining confidentiality and professionalism Must have excellent communications
and organizational
skills.
Starting salary based
on education and experience.
Submit resumes to
jobsOtaplogic.com
with
'Executive
Assistant' in subject
GIBSON Truck Lines
has one administrative
assistant position available. Will consider full
or part time. Applicant
must have above average computer, bookkeeping, and record
keeping experience.
Benefits available for
FT. Mail resumes to
P.O. Box 1257, Murray,
KY 42071. No calls
please
GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following position:
LPN/RN 2PM-10PM
full-time & 10PM-6AM
M-F full-time. Anyone
interested in becoming
pan of our team may
apply in person at
Green Acres Health
Care, 402 W. Farthing
St.. Mayfield, KY
42066
MEDICAL office seeks
experienced person for
Fn. position in
Insurance, coding, collections and management. Insurance skills
are a requirement and
management skills are
preferred. Send
resume & references
to. P.O. Box 1040-P
Murray, KY 42071
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
WAITSTAFF needed.
Must have flexible
including
hours
evening & weekends.
Call (270)328-89130
Solutions.
SSCS
Janitors, cleaning. Help
wanted. $8 per hour.
(270)527-2041

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger
I Times
First Corns
First Serve
News
No Phone Calls

Csiselete Permit Wear Headquarters

fir.

INSURANCE

I

'ii Tabp(bg

Limousines & Vans

Lou V. MeGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

aeSPOR
leertelefiri

Ahem EY den
(17111711149110

Al Omar Traspermise •Airport awoke• Certified Damn

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $992 on Part A, $131 on
Part B Call use for more information
MX HELP IN CLAIN PILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 • 8

a.m.-8 p.m.

Save Money On Your
Medicare Supplement Premiums!

— PREPLANNING
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

Price Comparisons & Benefits

Avoid inflationary cost

For Plans In Kentucky
*Choice of doctors & hospitals
'All deductibles & co-insurance fully paid
*No claim filing on your part

Lock in price, single pay or
payment plan
Set up Pre-Thana Trust

270-753-1348
Prism
Insurance Services

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray,KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/Kam Isaacs, Owners

Commercial Waste
Disposal
Al

Types of Refuse Service

400411114033
TRAVIS ASPHALT
Paving - Sealcoating - Hauling

Tony Travis
270-753-2279

Wont* Buy
Practical Dental
Assisting
We are now accepting
registration for the
class which begins
Sept. 8, 2007.
You will be trained on
for
Saturdays
11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present lob
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
For more information
and registration forms,
visit
our
website
WWW bohledental.corn
or call our office
Dr. Charles Bohle
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!

GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
N'S S\ I If) Itl
.11 "sls,
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-1,rmitiu 1iii k-1111
hilt i•

11..1 S St

It)l'%14 Is

Articles
For Sale
14" Craftsman lawn
mower, push mower
kerosene heaters, gas
grill, 55 gallon aquanurn with fish & misc.
492-6123

CINDERELLA
prom
dresses 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614

NON-SMOKING mover providing child care
for all ages. Please call
227-6069

Calloway County
'ictonal History &

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
I BUY running or
fixable cars trucks
,•ins tractors farm 8
On sir LIC non
Pqiiipment ATVs
rampPrs motorhomr,
trailers almost any
thing . 'n-970-1010
BUYING
Junk cars. trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used 911,,
Benson Sportr
Goods, 519 S. 12th
Murray

„,,„
hz o,
Auge
MIE
I
Appliance
--- 1111

an

& Electrical Repair
Haze!, KY 42049

226-9398
492-8191
TN La r58393 • KY LicICE60221 ME9837
Serving West KY & west TN For 23 Years

Applimes
WASHER & Dryer,
Kenmore, white, good
condition. $125.00.
Call (270)293-0153

FOR rent: 7,000 lb. &
8,000 lb. Telescopic
lift. By the day, week
or month. (731 )2473070

150

CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553

MDkl COMPUTERS
As Certified Technician
Service repairs.
759.3566

satch...Am I icher .Awl."'
.7.

"r5,1..;51111

20 church pews, white
oak. 270-345-2075

WILL clean houses
reasonable rates
(270)366-4049

270-7;1-2 II

Family History
Books
759-4938
-')3-2350
SATELUTES
DISH Network Satellite
Systems - Everyone
qualifiesl Plasma &
LCD TVs, home entertainment centers. TV
carts, surround sound,
coax. HDMI & component cables Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
506-J N. 12th St
759-0901
STIHL Tow doily for
sale, good condition &
new fires. Call
753-6058
STRAW for sale, $2.50
bale 489-2436 If no
answer, leave message

OWNER
FINANCE
'98 38R 2BA $5,000
down $645 month. 1
acre. Murray area.
753-1011
1997 28x70 38R 2BA.
Must
be
moved.
(270)527-6604
2000 Fleetwood 16x80,
38R, 2BA, appliances,
extra nice 489-2525
GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero down Your
land or family land
731-584-4926
Ends
August 15

38R 28A on 1/2 acre
lot. Freshly painted,
new carpet, very clean
Lawn mowing included.
No pets. $350 month
phis deposit. 270-6236314. 270-994-9064
FOR rent or sale with
owner financing, 48R.
28x80, 2000 model
manufactured
home
with lot located on
Navy rd. just off hwy280. 527-9961 or
703-5004

111PL..

Lob For Nora

$110 per month. Newe
homes only. 492-8488

M

IAs Fa Reist

1 & 2 bdr apts No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
On the Sgunrc tilui•oy

270 753-1713

1 OR 21Ior epts. near
downtown
Murray
Martin M 1200/mo
753-4109.
113R, various locations,
$200-000. Coleman
RE 753-9896

1BR furnished or
unfumished,low utilities, no lease required,
no pets. $245/mo.
753-3949
1BR near MSU, other
locations available,
appliances, Coleman
RE 753-9898
28R 284 duplex with
garage. 270-753-7457
or 270-227-3054
2BR apartments available. Great location. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets.
753-2905
2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Venous locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR near MSU, C/H/A,
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
313R 284 duplex, fireplace, dining room
Coleman RE 753-9898
4BR 2BA, all appliances, central H/A.
Coleman RE 753-9896
UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
11311 $290.00
28R $340.00
38R $42500
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-6221
NON-SMOKING 1BR
unfurnished apt.. water
paid. available now, no
pets. 753-5980
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1 -800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
SP6c191
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
29R $375
Call Today,
7534669„
Story
Avenue
Southwood duplexes.
AN smarms included. 767-9046
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FOR SALE

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
Diuguid Dnve • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
Till) 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Iwi, Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
ALLepting Applications
6
()Ince Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.j
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
0

-amp., 4 160
182 Wells Purdom Drive
i Beckman., with 4 batturiems, great location
feet
off Coles t. ampground Rd. 1,831 sq
with patio. outbuilding & double garage
Call 293-4160

CLASSIFIEDS
enforcement officers
law
LBL
Calhoott Construction, LLC
offer 4th of July safety tips
General Contracting
CommercialIResidential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

The Forest Service Law
Enforcement Officers at Land
Between The Lakes (LBL)
National Recreation Area sugions
gest making safety precaut
as
on
traditi
r
summe
a
of
as much
watermelon on the Fourth of
July.
"Because we are coming into
the busiest part of the summer,
it's a good idea to plan ahead and
take extra precautions so you
can safely enjoy the outdoors,"
Forest Service Law
said
Enforcement Police Captain
Captain
Duane Cameron.
Cameron and his staff recommend keeping the following precautions in mind:

this time. li you see or soneli
smoke, plea.se report it inunediately at the number listed below.
- Look upwards before setting up a tent or RV. There may.
be a snag or limb ready to fall
with a slight wind.
- Be courteous to other
campers. Quiet hours are 1 1pm-

While fireworks are not
allowed anywhere in LBL, visitors can enjoy a free, spectacular
fireworks display at any of our
,
FSBO Gatesborough 1991 Nissan Maxima
neighboring State Resort Parks.
Black, 186.000 miles,
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